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ABSTRACT

OPTICALLY PUMPED NMR STUDY OF ELECTRON SPIN DYNAMICS 
IN THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL REGIME

N icholas N. Kuzma 
Yak* University 
December 1999

A new optically pumped nnek'ar Iimnnrtic rwimuirt' (OPNMR) laboratory has 

been built at Yak* to extend the study of spin physics in the quantum Hall regimes 

to kiwer temperatures (T  » 3(10inK) awl higher magnetic fiekls (fl 12T)

Till!* facility wan used to measure the electron spin polarization V an a function 

of temperature ami the Lamlau tilling fac tor »■> around *' -  1/3 in two different 

elect roti-<k>ped multipk* quantum well sampk**. In acklition. our OPNMR measure

ments provided the first evidence that In*low T s: 500mK . the spin-reversed charged 

excitation* of the v -  1/3 ground state liecoinc spatially localized over the NMR time 

scale of aUiut 10 micruaeeoml*,

The two-dime nsitaial ek*ctron spin system at 1/3 coukl also lie driven out 

of rquililirium bv carving NMR pulse parameters, which k*d to tin* establishment of 

electron spin temperature different from tin* crystalline lattice temperature Obaer- 

vatkm of this effect implies that for T < 500inK tin* electron spin-lattice relaxation 

time f|, is between 100 microseconds ami 500 millisrcomls at u = 1/3

We also report a preliminary attempt to use OPNMR as a probe of material 

properties in heterost nurtures made of GaN a novel semiconductor with a  I m u  id 

Itap in the blue region of visible spectrum. Our first NMR measurements of tin* 

quadrupote shift and the Unewkith at 1.5 K < 7* < 300 K provide evidenrc that the 

local electric field gradients have an angular scatter of ± 2*. exceeding the spread in 

the local crystalline lattice orientations by a factor of 20.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

( )nc of the greatest uf 21),h centurv phvsic* Ini* lieen the ongoing do-

vekipincnt of a unified theoretical framework. which de*cril»es both the properties of 

material.* u.*ed in evervdav life and iiihiiv exotic phenomena that have lieen discovered 

in modern phvsic* l«l>(»rutorie* around the work! To gain insight* into the fundnmen- 

tal principles underlvmg thin framework, matter w studied in extreme environment.*. 

Mich an ultra-low temperature*, high pressures. and strong magnetic field*. Inder 

these extraordinary condit kina, (plant um mechanics gives rise to surprising effect* in 

macroscopic system*. such a* superconductivity. Miperfluidity. Bose-Einstein conden

sate* of laner-cooled atom*, and the Quantum Hall effect (QHE). These macroscopic 

cpiant um phenomena p<wae** nuuiv Inghlv unusual properties. ranging from dissi

pation less transport of electricity through matter to nuclear ferromagnetism (a* in 

superfluid JHe). vortice* in superconductor* and superflukl*. and kmg-range entropy 

WHm (second sound)

In most of these cases a macroscopic many-particle system finds itself in a con

figuration where all microscopic details of motion of a large number of individual 

constituents can be reduced to a small set of quantum numbers, which characterize 

the entire system in a neighborhood of a certain quantum-mechanical state. Pertur-

1
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2 CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

hation* away from thin special state ran lie described as sparse. weakly interacting 

“quasiparticles''. while the unperturbed background plays a role of the “‘vacuum" 

These phenomena are especially appealing from a physicist s point of view, since the 

systems that exhibit them are well-defined enough to develop a detailed firs t-principles 

theory, ami at the same time offer experimental access to their quantum-mechanical 

parameters. Each discovrrv of a new timcnwcopic quantum system stimulated tretncn- 

dons progress both in theory (e.g. Landau-Fevnman theory of iiquid heiium. Bardeen- 

Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconductivity) and experiment (SQt'ID magnet omc- 

trv. atom interferometrv. ami many others)

Technological advances of the Til's made it pswsthlc to trap electrons within rx- 

tremelv thin ( IlH A) setnicomluctor lavers. which opened up the studv of two- 

dimensional electron systems 12DES) la- condensed matter physics. While liemg of 

significant theoretical interest liecause of its fundamental properties. the 2DES is also 

closely related to the development of falauntion technology and lias practical uses in 

electronics (e g in high electron mobility transistors, or HEMTs)

Application of strong magnetic fields (~ IU Tesla) perpendicular to clean, high 

electron mobility1 2DES samples at low temperatures (<2K)  led to discoveries of 

the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) by von Klitxing et al in tlkHCI (1] and the 

fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) In* Tsui et ai in 1982 (2|. They foumi that 

the Hall conductivity is quantixed in integer or simple fractional multiples of the 

fundamental constant r*/h  with a remarkable precision (now better than 10 *). The 

integer or fraction turns out to lie equal to the Landau filling factor u. defined as the 

number of electrons per unit flux quantum.

Several theoretical breakthroughs led to a very detailed picture of the physics 

governing the QHE (3. 4. 5|. While the “standard model” of the QHE is very well de> 

'Better than l04rmJ/(V *) hr StO] Iaversho layers and 10̂  cad/fY s) hr GaAs quant um weUs.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

veloped. it has been almost exclusively based upon and constrained liy a single tvpe 

of experiment, namely magnetotrims port measurements. Indeed, while the trans

port measurements are uniquely suited to protie some fundamental characteristics 

of 2DES. thev do not provide direct access to oilier important parameters, such as 

magnetization. spatial distribution of the carriers, etc. Therefore, in order to ileepen 

our understanding of the physics of 2DES. it is imperative to develop new experi

mental proties. The data produced Ijv these novel techniques will provide an extra 

testing ground for the existing theories, ami mav expose entirely new phenomena 

which would stimulate further theoretical progress.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which has made important con

tributions to condensed matter phvstcs [6]. is certainly a natural candidate for a new 

pmtie of 2DES. In principle, simple NMR measurements could lie quite informative. 

The local Held at the nucleus cau lie decomposed into fields produced bv tin* lalne 

ratorv magnet, the electron orbital momentum, the electron spins, the nuclear spins, 

etc . each contributing to the frequency of the resonance. The electron spin contribu

tion is small (< l(X)ppm). but detectable, and is called t lie Knight shift (As) (7|. The 

NMR lineshnpe can also provide insights into the dynamics of 2DES. while the nucleur 

spm-lattice relaxation tune ( T | ) measurements characterize electron spm-Hip scatter

ing processes. Thus. NMR experiments could tie complimentary to magnetotrausport 

measurements, since the latter <h» not directIv profs* the electron spin degree of free

dom. This is particularly interesting because the Zeeman energy* of valence electrons 

in the available magnetic fields is much smaller than the Coulomb interaction en

ergy. which makes the spin degree of fricdotn uniquely sensitive to elrctron-electron 

correlations.

The typical dimensions of quantum semiconductor structures, however, make it 

difficult to use conventional NMR as a viable probe of 2DES. Sandwiched between 

thick barriers, the semiconductor quantum wells containing the 2DES are just a tiny
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4 CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

fraction (< 1%) of the bulk sample. In equilibrium, the NMR signal produced by them 

is overshadowed bv the tail of a much larger Imrrier signal that is at nearly the same 

frequency Finally, typical nuclear Zeenutn splittings (—5mK in temperature units) 

correspond to the polarizatiou of nuclei that is small even at low temperatures ( —1 K) 

and high magnetic Helds (~ 10Tesla). As a result, typical noise lewis greatly exceed 

the NMR signals from nuclei in the quantum wells. Going to still kiwer temperatures 

floes not help much because the equilibration time of the nuclei tiecomes much longer 

titan the time scale of the experiment.

Fortunately, a technique called optically pumped nuclear magnetic resonance (OP

NMR) lias Iwen able to circumvent the above difficulties It involves resonant exci

tation of the electrons across tlie Imndgap of a semiconductor quantum well using 

circularly polarized laser light, which creates a non-equilibrium ehctrou spin conHg- 

uratMiti The sulwequent electron relaxation drives the nuclei into a highly polarize*I 

state, in a spm-spin I-S interact ion pntcrss closely relates! to the ( )verlmuser ef

fect l(). 8] This leads to a selective enhancement of the quantum well NMR signal 

by a factor of '>-100. making possible its direct, radiofrcquencv detection [9|. Due 

to the enormous difference in relaxation times lietwren tlie electronic and nuclear 

spin systems (r j,/T | < 10"*). we can turn off the laser light, wait for tin* electrons to 

equilibrate, anti still use an enhanced non-equilibrium nuclear spin polarization as a 

probe of an equilibrium 2DFS.

In this Dissertation, we report OPNMR measurements in lioth fractional (»/* I) 

and integer *  1) quantum Hall regimes, primarily focusing on the Knight shift and 

linewidth of the quantum well signal at and around v *  J. These two probes provide 

new detailed information about spin polarization and dynamics of the 2DES.

The main result of our measurements is that the chargrd excitations of the u *  J 

ground state exhibit small, but measurable amount of spin reversal, about ^  ^  of 

a spin flip per quasiparticle or quasi hole. This result is supported by the linewidth
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

measurements around ** — which reveal rich spin dynamics of tin* 2DES. At each 

filling factor v < 1. the linewidth exhibits a sharp maximum as a function of tem

perature at T  ~ O ') K. indicating a transition from the “motionally narrowed" to a 

“froacn" OPNMR lineshape. consistent with our simulations. The amplitude id this 

maximum drops off as the filling factor approaches v — 1. whkh we interpret as an 

additional signature of spin reversal associated with the charged excitations of the 

1/ = i state. Comparing the broadened spectra to the simulated line shapes provides 

us with an estimate of ~ 40 ps for the time scale over which the charged quasipart iclcs 

an* “localized"

We liave also performed measurements at a fixed filling factor \> ~ ■, as a function 

of temperature, which probe the neutral spin-Hip excitations of this ground state. 

Our defalk'd hi*{T\ data indicate that e -  | is a verv “fragile” ferrotnagiM't. which 

loses its polnrizatmu at much k»wi*r temperatures <*om pared to u = 1 These data can 

lie directly converted to the electron spin |x>lamatmu P(T). which thus provides the 

first experimental l**nchmark for the future theories of spin in the fractional quant um 

Hall regime

During our Knight shift measurements of the electron spin polarization it was 

important to keep the 2DE5> in equilibrium with its environment liv using weak radio- 

frequency (rf) tipping pulses king after the laser light was turned off We have found 

that an unexplained direct coupling of the rf Helds to the spins of 2DES significantly 

perturlis this equilibrium, leaving the electron spin system trapped at a higher tem

perature (compared to the bulk of the sample) for a relatively long time of at least 

KM)p*. This value is a factor of 1UQ0 larger than any electronic time scale reported 

in semiconductors so far.

In Chapter 2 we review the “standard model" of the quantum Hall effect ami 

the importance of novel spin-sensitive experimental techniques. In Chapter 3 we will 

discum OPNMR experiments reported previously by other groups. The experimental
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G CHAPTER / INTRODUCTION

difficulties tlmt we had to overcome before we amid earn' out our measurement* are 

described in Chapter 4. along with the detail* of our NMR apparatus, the optical 

pumpiiig set-up. ami the temperature control. Chapter 5 start* with tlie Imsic* of 

OPNMR spectroscopy and includes all of our equilibrium result* on electron spin po

larization oik! spin dynamic*, whereas the non-equilibrium measurements of electron 

spin-lattice relaxation time are deseribed ill Chapter U. Ill Chapter 7. we explore 

another application ot the NMR/OPNMR technique. describing our preliminary in

vestigation* of GaN epitaxial la vers. Chapter 8 contains our cottclustoiis.
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Chapter 2 

Brief Review of the Quantum Hall 

Effect

2.1 The Classical Hall Effect

A* was Hn*t dis»t»vrred more tlmn a hundred wan* ago by American graduate 

student Edwin Hall, a current Mowing perpendicular to a magnetic fickl I art onlv 

gives rise to the mechanical force on the conductor. I»ut also leads In a measurable 

voltage drop prrprndtrular to the current Figure 2.1(a) illustrate* thin for thr classic 

Hall har“ when thr fiekl £1 is taunting along : and thr rurrrnt I is Mowing through 

a Hat liar along x. a Hall voltAge V « develop* along y. which drprnds linrarlv on l*>th 

B and /

B
V‘„ = — / .  (2.1)

*/»»

whrrr q is thr chargr. and n is thr nuinlirr of rarrirrs prr unit arra. This rrlationslup 

follows clirrrtlv from a steady state lialaticr between the Lorentx and Coulomb forces 

qitx & » q  and can lie used in prart ice to determine the sign of the carriers (e.g. 

electrons or holes), or as a convenient magnetic field probe (as in Hall sensors).

7
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8 CHAPTER 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

2.2 Basic Phenomenology of the Integer Quan

tum Hall Effect

Thr Quantum Hall rtf ret takes plan* in wry thin («r — 100 A) conducting lams 

at low temperatures* and manifests use If in deviations from the linear form given 

in Eq. 2.1. It is natural to define the two-dimensional conductivity ami resistivity 

tensors (f and <t 1 in terms of the sheet current density j  and electric Held E as:

E . ».»! E -  ( )  J . (2.2)
\ Pn I

such that Equation 2.1 Ijecomes:  ̂ ($ ) = — £J (2.3)
**  r n

The quantum Hall effect in a dean sample is observed as step-like deviations (or 

piutraua) in p ^  from this linear law. such as shown in Figure 2.2(a). Each plateau 

ticcurs precisely (to better than 10 *) at:

Pr* ( «<h plateau ) *  -  —: . (2.4)\ | r i

where i is an integer, r is tlie electron charge, and h is the Planck's constant. Si

multaneously. the diagonal components of resistivity vanish (p,, =* p ^  =0) near the 

center of each plateau m p,,. as Figure 2.2(b) demonstrates.

2.3 Quantum-Mechanical Description

Following Landau {11( ami assuming non-interacting electrons of mass tn* ami 

g-fact or g* (determined Isy the InukI structure of bulk GaAs). we can write a single 

'In suAcimlJy thin conducting layers, the perpendicular motion «f  the Heel rone is quantised 

This motion w ill be completely suppressed. if the gap between the Wisest and the next excited stats* 

(or 'sub-bands*) due to surh quantisation is natrh greater compared to the Boftxmann factor it# /' as 

well as other energy scale* involved. In this lim it, we ran speak about a two-dltaetaduoaT electron 

system.
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2.3. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION

(•)

(b)

(c)

0 36 LTlEUZTJi
Figure 2.1: Sample geometries used in thr quantum Hall effect: (a) thr classic “Hall 
bar'*. (b) a theorist'» concept of the "Corbino disk". where the Hall voltage is applied 
aximuthaily via V’h m t *  ( «  in Laughlins Gniankrnripenment). and (c) the top 
view of a typical sample used in magneto-transport measurements.
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10 CHAPTER 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT
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Figure 2.2: (a) Field dependence of the Hall resistivity p ,t . exhibiting plateaus at 
h jr1 m 25.812805 kfl divided by an integer i. Plateaus for i *  2. 3. 4. 6, and 7 can be 
clearly seen, (b) The corresponding p „  trace. Adapted from [10).

(b)
ft
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‘2.3. QVANTVM-MECHAXICAL DESCRIPTION 11

particle Hamiltonian an:

X - u - s i

where p0 is  Bohr magneton. The magnetic vector potential A ran be chosen using 

LaiHiau gauge (.4, = Bx. .4, -  .4, = 0). which lentis to tlie solution in the formJ:

f(x .y ) = expf \(x ) . (2.6)
v h /

where \(x ) satisfies a linear oscillator equation:

\ " ( J i  4- [ (£  4-g‘pwsB) -  y  »vJ(-r -  Jo)*1] \(x ) = 0 (2.7)

w*1*1 .V -  —~  ami To = — J*- (2 k)ri»V r i i

Thus the solutions t(x .y ) to Equation 2.5 can lie expressed ill terms of Hermite 

polvnoinials and are localized in i .  but rxtrmled (as plant waves) along y. with the 

energy levels given la,J

En --= h^-r (n +  ̂ ) ± ^ g (2.9)

These are Lantiau lewis, which in tin* alwencr of disorder are highly degenerate since 

p, ran assume anv M illie s  in the continuum. If the geotnetrv is finite, the momentum 

Py becomes both quantized and limited since x0 as defined by Eq. 2 N corresponds 

to the renter of \(x ) and has to be finite. The number of states per level ran tlien 

be counted, and we can define Landau level filling factor as the number (integer or 

fractional) of these degenerate Landau levels occupied:

nhc
v » —  (2.10)

rB

, H «e » » y Q

’Note that In CaAs term JLr, is murk larger than Eg *  g> » # . so that Lamlau levels are arranged 

in pain (£?*«i ~ -  Eg), that are widely separated hum each other.
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12 CHAPTER 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

where n Is the two-dimensional electron density and n+**eB/hc is the density of 

magnetic flux quanta penetrating the sample plane. For example, at v — 1 the first 

Landau level is spin-up. with the next available state being spin-down, separated from 

others by a gap equal to Zeeman energy Ex (see footnote on the previous page).

As the magnetic field changes (Fig. 2.2). the filling factor v sweeps through the 

integer values, at which a gap to the next available state opens up and the system 

experiences sudden changes in energy needed to add or remove Hux quanta. How 

<ioea this lead to the oiiserwd plateaus ill p,v in Figure 2.2(a) ’

Laughiin proposed an elegant explanation. which can lie applied in the "Corbino 

geometry, shown in Figure 2.1(b). We can pick the eigenfunctions (Kq 2.6) such 

that thcv are localized in the radial dimension and extended around the annulus 

aztmuthally. in our Crdankmrxprrtmmt we can apply the Hall voltage l*v varying 

a magnetic flux through tIh* aiiuulus. keeping the B field throughout the sample 

constant.

Extended states that enclose the varying magnetic flux will gam a phase factor of 

2* around the loop for each extra quantum of magnetic flux added to the annulus. 

and thus their azimuthal momentuin will change, resulting in the displacement of 

the wave function radiallv (since the radial c o o r d in a te  mid the azimuthal momentum 

correlate as r 0 and in Eq. 2.8). In each Landau level, the wave functions will shift 

into each ottier's steps radially, transferring a unit of charge per Landau level, per 

flux quantum added, from one edge of the sample to the other.

In presence of some disorder this argument still I adds, with one exception: the 

available states at the Fermi energy are localized, and thus do not contribute to thr 

charge transport from edge to edgy. This way the fundamental relation between the 

induced EMF C *  pn I  *  £ $  ainl the current /  *  I Q  is fixed by Equation 2.4 even 

though the magnetic field is changing over a certain range Thus the dependence of 

on the properties of just the extended states leads to the formation of plateaus.
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2 4 THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT 13

2.4 The Fractional Quantum Hall Effect

Figure 2.3 illustrates the fractional quantum Hall effect, where liv going to stronger 

magnetic Helds and using samples with higher mobilities it is possible to oliservr 

plateaus similar to those in the integer effect, but occurring at the values of:

where simple fraction rather than an integer. The strongest effect takes

p'ace at v =  j. with distinct plateaus in and minima in also observable at

many other fractions, e.g. is == {. j. :. I. and so on.

Although similar in appearance to its integer pmleiTssor. the frnctkuial quantum 

Hall effect (FQHE) lias one important distinction: it cannot In* explained without 

ctmsideritlg electroii-electrou interactions. Indeed. the indepeiKletit electron pK'ture 

discussed in section 2.3 does not predict that anv energy gaps or any oilier feature 

shouki be found at the fractional filling of v -   ̂ as opposed to. for example, i/ — j 

Bv assuming that the electron spins are fullv polarized by the strong magnetic 

tiekls at kiw temperatures. and keeping in inind tin* need to minimize Coulomb repul

sion between electrons. Laughlin p ro p o s e d  the following famous form for the many- 

bodv ek*ctron wave function for a v = £ ground state (3):

where the complex variables *  r  -f ty are functions id the j ' h electron coordinates 

and /» ** ( hr /  rB  )l/1 is the magnetic length.

This function significantly minimizes the Coulomb electron-eiectron interaction 

energy by placing rri zeroes (vortices) in Im*Ui) at the kwatioti uf all other ( j # i)  

electrons, thus greatly reducing the probability of overlap between a given pair of 

electrons. Each vortex in corresponds to an additional phase shift of 2x

along a closed loop around the vortex, and thus can be associated with one magnetic

( plateau ) = v 1 — .
r *

(2 . 11 )

,v V

(2 . 12)
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14 CHAPTER 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

I

JL

3

2.5

2

i 1.5

I
1

I
0.5

Figure 2.3: Overview of the observed fractions in the FQHE measurements. The 
dashed diagonal line represent* the ( lamteal Hall resistivity (Eq. 2.3) and the solid 
cum  with step-like structure (platesits) the experimental results. Diagoiutl resis
tivity p „ (B )  is drawn on a separate scale, with regions of ** 0 (corresponding to 
the plateaus in Pt^(B)) and sharp spikes between some of thetn. The tilling factors 
corresponding to each fraction are marked with arrows. Adapted from (12).
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2.5. SP1S IS THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT 15

flux quantum. Placing rn vortices ou each electron translates into the filling factor 

v — n/n« » I/m . This suggests that the wave function in Eq. 2.12 will lead to a gap at 

i/=  1 adding or removing magnetic flux will create either free vortices or electrons 

having fewer than rn flux quanta associated with them, at an extra energy cost.

Laughlin's “Corbino disk" argument can also tie directly applied to his wave func

tion t'm (Eq. 2.12). with a remarkable result: excitations associated with the free flux 

quanta or with the electrons lacking a vortex ran lie drsrribed as fractionally charged 

(e.g. q=s ir  ) quasiparticles and quasiholes [13. 14) Indeed, such objects have beeu 

recently oberrvrd in the magnetic focusing [I5| and shot-muse [10] experiments.

2.5 Spin in the Quantum Hall Effect

Although tlie existence of fractionally charged excitations has lieen bv now exper

imentally established, the must liasic questions about their key properties, such as 

effective mass, spin, and mter-particle interact ions still remain to lie answered the

oretically and experimentally. For example, spin played no role m Laughlin's earlv 

description of the fractional quantum Hall effect, where he assumed that electrons 

are alwavs fully polarized bv a strong magnetic field for 0 < v < 1.

Halperin was the first to point out [17] tliat this need not lie the rase in GaAs. 

The spin can Is* included in a Hamiltonian of a two dimensional electron system bv 

considering the terms that correspond to the Coulomb elect roll-electron interaction 

and tlie Zeeman coupling of the electron spins to the external magnetic' field:

H -  j f r  IE  ! (P -  ; A)+.(r) f  -  *>■ B S J +

+ \  J  <Pr J  (Pr' :|p (r)-p ) I 'f r -O l/H O -p l:  • (2.13)

where r. p. and A are two-dimensional vectors in the ( j .  y) plane and = Be, 

Here ♦ a(r) and ♦ * (r )  are the ferraion field operators. p(r) *  £«  ♦« (r)'ka(r) and
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16 CHAPTER 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

S(r) = ] ^  are the electron density ami spin density operators,

and the colons : : denote a normal ordered product with respect to the fermion field 

operators. The first term ilescribes the motion of spin-j electrons in the perpendicu

lar magnetic field (as in Equation 2.5). whereas the last term takes into account tin* 

Coulomb interaction between the electrons with the potential l'(r-r ') = r J/( r |r - r '|). 

assuming a const ant background charge density p. For GaA* quantum wells, the di

electric constant is t = 13. awl the effective electron mass and the effective g-fnetor 

are rn* = 0.07 rn,. awl g* = -(1.44. where rn, is tin* Imre ek'ctron mass in vacuum.

Defining the magnetic length to be /w = ( hr j  e B )x 1 awl using the numbers uliovc. 

we can estimate that even hi a 10 T e s la  held l he Zeeman energy of the conduit mu 

electrons4 (Eg -  g*pnB %3K) is much smaller than Iroth the C'oukmib repulsion en

ergy (£r- = r^/f/fi — 175 K) awl the cvc lot roil energy’ of similar magnitude (for the 

typical electron densities Used) Tlterefore. tlie gnaiwl state of the total Hailllltouiaii 

may haw some spins reversed. if the cost in Zeeman energy is outweighed by the gam 

in the Coulomb energy. The latter also liepewis on spin, since the total wavcfunction 

(which includes both spatial awl spin components) must satisfy Feruu statistics.

Similarly, the low-lying excited states of the system may haw a total spin quantum 

number which is quite different from the spin of the ground state. Here we consider 

two types of excitations, neutral and charged, which are induced by increasing the 

temperature (e.g.. spin waves) or liy varying the filling factor (e.g. skyrmions) away 

from the T * 0. 1 fully polariied IQHE ground state. As Figure 2.4 shows, both

the spin waves awl the skyrmions cause a reduction in the total spin of the 2DES.

Ill a theory developed by S. L. Somlhi et aL (18| and applied to v »  1 by H. A. Fertig 

et aL (19). skyrmions are charged spin textures, described in terms of a smoothly

*H av «U energies u p  in units of temperature (i.e. divided by the Botti muin constant *« ).

'Given by the first tern  in Equation 2.9.
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T>  0

spin wave

(c)

v

-300 A skyrmion

Figure 2.4: Schematic representations of a fully spin*polarised ground state (a), along 
with its neutral and charged excitations: (b) spin wave, and (c) spin texture called 
“skynnion".
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CHAPTER 2. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

van*inn unit vertor field m (r). Thin defines the local spin orientation and given the 

topological charge density via p(r) = ( “ i//8ir)rrtjtn (r) • (t)„m(r) xdjin(r)J. with u -  1 

and an itnplkit summation over the twcMiimensional coordinate indices c». J. The 

effective Hamiltonian in a functional of tn(r) and can be approximated as:

f tP r f i t l r' • (2.14)

where p. = r* /{ ihV - ^ f ) in the spin stiffness2 Tlie hm term represents the Coulomb 

exchange energy c«»t. which in a two-dimensional cane in independent of how large 

tin* spin texture is spatially Instead, tlie effective size of the skyrmioti is determined 

l>v a twlance I>etween tlie cost in Zeeman energy to flip additional spins (the second 

term in Eq. 2.14) and tlie lienetit in Coulomb energy (the last term) of spreading 

the charge density over a wnler area. This effective sixe can la* parametrised l»y the 

amount of spin reversal, associated with each new unit of charge ad<ied to tin* system 

as the filling factor is changed, and thus can lie measured experimentally.

The neutral excitations iff a quantum Hall ferrumagnrt were considered liy Y A. 

Bvchkuv rf aI  (20) and C. Kallin and B. I. Hal|ienn (21). wlm computed the dispersion 

relation for spin SHIVS (/„ IS the modified Bennel function):

r J T
E{k) = g>«B  + —  v ^

* «» » 2

This result. I Mined on including Ixith the direct and exchange Coulomb energies in 

addition to thr Zeetnan term, can lie used to calculate tlie spin polarisation of the 

v *  1 ground state as a function of temperature, vet another experimentally observable 

consequence of elect roil-elect roll interactions.

These advances in theory called for the development of novel spin*srositive probes 

of the quantum Hall effect, as new testing grounds were needed to gain further insight 

into this rich macroscopic quantum phenomenon.

*Hm g, was nut cur ra  ted fur the Unite quantum well thickness.

k% t f k3l l  
I - e x p <  ^ )  / „ ( ----- (2.15)
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Chapter 3

Optically Pumped NMR: 

Background and Previous Results

3.1 Optical Pumping and Dynamic Polarization

E m  since the discovery of NMR tiv E. M. Purcell. H ( \  Torrey. and R. V 

Pound (22). tin* available NMR signal (and thus the smallest detectable sample 

snte) has U*en it nrnrmi. A typical nuclear Zeeman splitting hi a laliora- 

tory field of 10T is itUiut •fitnK in temperature unit*, which mean* that w i i  

down to T = 300uiK the equilibrium distribution of nuclei among possible ni/ state* 

( -  / < m/ < /)  in dune to unifortn in tlie “hot" limit:

EXn m h~>mD <  k „T  . CU)

with the resulting nuclear polarisation being m y small:

mi r x j y ? } » \ i ' + » r 4
s .. i  «P[^r * k* T u k* T j )

(3.2)

In our caw of T *300mK. /  *  j. and *  5mK. we only have Vn at 1.4* 10 1

Since NMR experiment detects the net magnetisation from N  nuclear spins. (A/,) x  .VP*

19
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20 CHAPTER 3. OPSSIR: BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS RESULTS

tlie small polarization forces N  to la* large (.V > HI17). The “brute-force" approach 

of cooling the sample to liooet its nuclear polarization (and thus NMR signal) is 

much more impractical than it might seem, since the longitudinal nuclear relaxation 

time (T |) usually is prohibitively bug (up to many hours in clean samples) at low 

temperatures. Thus, as tlie sample is tooled, tlie nuclear polarization lags behind 

talier subsystems, remaining much hotter' than tlie lattice until tlie equilibrium is 

reached on the T t time scale It is also necessary to wait for the nuclear magnetizatkm 

to buikhup after each t /2 tipping pulse, which effectively destrovs (Ms).

This “conventional wisdom" w hs overturned in dramatic fnshkm by theorist A W 

Overhauser (H), who predkted in 1953 that up to a lUUO-fold increase (compared to 

equilibrium) of the nuclear polarization can be achieved iti a system of coupled electron 

and nuclear spins liv saturating tlie electron spin resonance. Although greeted with 

great skepticism In* tlie resonance community, his proposal was tested and upheld 

experimentally bv T R. Carver and C. I* Slichter (23). who were able to boost the 

polarization of :Li nuclei la* a factor of 100 after irradiating tlie metal at the electron 

spin resonance frequency. Tlie “Overhauser effect", in its various guises, has gone on 

to lie one of tlie most important and frequently used techniques in magnetic resonance

(I Latnpcl was the first to observe similar effect in a solki liy “optically-pumping" 

tlie electron system in pure silicon with a circularly polarized infra-red light in lUtitt (24). 

In his experiment he obtained an enormous increase in nSi signal by a factor of 15.(X)0 

in a very weak field of I G at 77 K. His seminal work led to the development of optk allv 

detected NMR techniques in ClaAs (25).

All of these phenomena, collectively called “dynamic polarization'*, arise from 

electron-nuclear spin-spin coupling, which can be represented bv the I S term in tin* 

Hamiltonian:

H -  %/IBS, + A I S -  %AB/, *  %/IBS, + A/.S, -  %,/IB/, (3.3)
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3 2 OPNMR EVIDENCE FOR SKYRMIONS 21

Irradiation of the sample repopulates the different rn> states, which changes the 

elect roll* nuclear relaxation rates away from their equilibrium values, leading to a 

build-up of targe non-rquUtbnum polarisation in tlie nuclear spin system. Tlie spin- 

lattice relaxation rates in the electron and nuclear systems, however, differ by orders 

of magnitude, which makes it possible to detect nuclear hvperpoiarizatiun when the 

electrons haw reached equilibrium, long after the irradiation of the electron system 

has stopped

3.2 OPNMR Evidence for Skyrmions

Optical pumping wus applied to fiuAs quantum wells bv R, Tycko and S K 

Barrett [9. 20. 27] m 1994 1995 to study spin physics of two-dimensional electron gas 

(2DES) m tlie quantum Hall regime After detecting a signal (9) from the quantum 

wells, tine of tlieir first goals was to trv to measure the electron spin polarization of 

llie 2DES as a function of the filling factor ami temperature near v = 1. which Prof

B. I. Hal perm (Harvard) suggested aim a good place to start.

The electron spin polarization inav lie obtained bv measuring the Knight shift 

(Ks) «>f the quantum well nuclei, which is due to the same I S Fermi contact hv 

per fine coupling term m Eq. 3.3 that is responsible for polarizing tlie nuclei during 

optical pumping.

Figure 3.1 (top) shows K s(^) data bv S. E. Barrett rt at (26j. which is hi striking 

disagreement with the imiepemieiit electron model described in Chapter 2. where the 

electron spins are assumed to lie fully polarized in the partially filled first Lamlau 

level (i.e. at v <  1). while earh electron introduced into the next available Landau 

level is spin-down, thus reducing the overall spin by 1. for u > 1 (solid line. Fig. 3.1 

(top)).

Rather, these data suggest that electron-elect ron interactions lead to formation of
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Figure 3.1: Top panel: Spill polarisation plotted vs. filling factor«/ and compared with 
both a single particle and Skvnnion-based modal. The single-particle polarisation is 
based on a simple counting argument. one spin flip par unpaired flux quantum for 
v < 1, and 5, *  1. (br v > 1. Bottom panel: Electron spin polarisation as a function 
of temperature at a filling factor done to u ■ I. Reprinted from Barrett et al. [26].
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3.2. OPNMR EVtDENCE FOR SKYRMIONS 23

charged spin textures at filling factors just below and just above 1. As charged 

cxritations. the anti-skyrmions (»' < 1) and skyrmions (v > 1) are apparently ener

getically more favorable compared to the isolated holes and spin-flipped electrons 

respectively, which results in a significant amount of spin reversal per unit cliarge. 

parametrized by A  «  $  % 3 spin flips per anti-skyrtnion or skvnnion. It is the 

presence of these quasipart ic lea ttint is believed to be responsible for the dramatic 

depolarization of the 2DES otisrrvrd \ty S. E. Barrett rt aL on either side of v =  i 

These findings were subsequent Iv confirmed by magnetoalisorpt ion spertroscopv mea

surements of electron spin polarization bv E. H Aifer rt at. (29) and M J Manfra rt 

al (29) in tlie neighborhood of v = 1. whereas tlie transport measurements right at 

is= I supported tlie existence of skvnniou anti-skyrtuioti pairs [30. 31|.

The Knight shift temperature dependence data at u = 1 (Figure 3.1 (bottom}) 

proiie tin* neutral spm-Hip excitations which can la* identified as tlicrmallv-exritcd 

sptn-waves in the theoretical approaches of N. Read and S. Sachdev [32j. M Kasner 

and A. H. MacDonald [33]. ami otlier groups [34]. Elect ron-elect run interactions are 

important here, since the data clearly does not fit the non-interacting model (dashed 

line. Fig. 3.1 (bottom))

The exceptional abilitv of OPNMR to directly prolie the electron spin degree of 

freedom makes this technique a tool of choice to study elect ron-elect ron interactions 

Due to the fermionic nature of electrons these interactions strongly depend cm tlie spin 

variable' and thus are revealed in spin-sensitive measurements. This idea was at the 

lauds of our motivation to use OPNMR in the study of the fractional quantum Hall 

effect, a phenomenon that exists only because of strong electron-electron interactions. 

Furthermore, both u *  1 and t**  1/3 ground states are expected to lie fully spin- 

polarized, so we were interested in comparing the behavior of these primary integer 

and fractional quantum Hall feiromagnets.
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3.3 Recent Applications of Optical Pumping be

yond GaAs

tn thin section wr review some uf thr latest work usinx optically pumprd NMR 

Iiv various research xroups

C. A. M alm l and R. Tvcko used opt H al puinpiiiK of InP to studv polarizat am 

transfer between different mulrar species [35j. Thev found that 11P nuclei, which 

arc spin one-half. couplr to thr optk'allv pumped polarization of ’’ ‘In in an unusual 

way. Thu* cause* thr 11P signal to develop i w  skiwlv (on thr tim r scale of millisec

onds) duriiiK a weak NMR tippinx pulse. UHlr|)riHlrntIv of thr initial ’T  polarization. 

Thr contribution of ualitim to this effect was established dirrctlv in a separate mea

surement l»v applvillK a tippiUK pillar at thr 1 ' ‘In fmpiriMV. wlmh modulates thr 

evolution of 11P aiftnal. T h r rxact iihvIimIIIsiii of tliia couplilix ia not well umk'rstood. 

aiMl tin* question of ita existence in otlirr semiconductor systems mnaina open (for 

instance, we haw not «ren it in our GaAs experiments).

In another drvrkipmrnt. T Piet rati ami M. Tmnaarlli ratabliahrd the poNiihilitv 

of optk'al putnpinx hi (MS (dt>|. Thev report achievement of a factor of 2 incrraae 

in IIJCd polarizatkm at a temperature of T = 2K after putnpinx the intertiaml tran

sition* in smxle crystals with a bhie-xrcen laser lixht This increase is still sixnifkmit 

since at that temperature tlie nuclear relax at ion times are on tlie order of 2 Inairs. 

while tlie optical putnpinx » reported to boost ,,3Cd NMR sixnal in about 10 minutes.

The reader is further referred to Chapter 7. where we rlescribe our initial attempts 

to study epitaxial layers of CaN. a wide bandj(ap semiconductor with a umaxiallv 

symmetric wurtxite crystal structure.
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Set-Up

4.1 Multiple Quantum Well Samples

Thr Quantum Hall Hfrvt studv rrporlrd in this thesis would m»t la* j* rouble 

witlitMit samples of unprecedented quality. grown bv Loren Pfeiffer and Kenneth W’t'st 

at Bril Laboratories. Thr Ham pin* arr in inanv wavs uniqur. as piece* from thr same 

wafrr provnle new data for successive general h>iis of experimentalists. in diffrmit 

research group* around thr world.

Wr used two diifrrrnt rlrrtron-doped GaAs multiplr quantum wall (MQW) sain- 

plrs to study electron spins nrar thr Landau filling factor i/«* j. Both samplrs. labeled 

10W and 4()W according to thr numlier of quantum wrils. wrrr grown by molmilar 

bnun rpitaxv on semi-insulating GaAs(UOl) subatratrs. Thr vital ditnrnsioiis of thr 

MQW strurturrs for Ik ah samplrs ran lie found in Tahir 4.1.

Figure 4.1 shows a genera! srhetnatir of thr MQW structure, common to both 

samples, and thr corresponding energy tiand diagram. Thr evenly spaced GaAs 

quantum wells are separated from each other by much wider Alai Gao »As harhrrs. 

Silicon delta-doping spikes located in the center of each barrier provide the electrons 

that become confined in each GaAs well at low temperatures, producing 20ES with

2S
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26 CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Table 4.1: Dimensions and other parameter* of tlie GaAs samples.

Parameter (units) Sample 40W Sampe I0W

Grower’s ID number 3 5 93.4 10 10 91 1

Quantum Well width, tc 
Quantum Well material

(A) 300
GaAs

260 ’ 
GaAs

Barrier width 
Barrier material

(A) 3600 
Alo |Gaa«As

3120 * 
Alo iGao »As

Numlier of identical laver* 40 10

Substrate width 
Substrate material

(mm) 05 
GaAs ((Nil)

0.5 
GaAs (001)

Two-dimensional area tmill*’ j 6 * 5 6 * 4

Electron «lensitv. n 
Field, at which i/= 1 
Max.71 Ga Knight shift

(cm
(T)

<kHx)

(6.69 ± 0.03) * 10,M 
2.76 
9.03

(7 75 ± 0  CM) * 10'° 
3 20 
11 79

Electron mobility, p , rffiJ .( ) > 14 * 10* > 1 4 *  10*

* These numlier* were scaled down from their ih iiiu im I as-grown value* 1a- 13.3‘X. 
to make the Knight shift hihI the electron density self-consistent. The explanation 
for this reduction is that sample 10\V was grown without wafer rotation. which 
roukl haw led to a uniform gradient in the Ga Hux. ami thus tlie width of all 
layers, across a 2* inch substrate [37].

very high electron mobility (p > 14 x 111* cmJ/V  s). This MQW structure also results 

in a 2D electron density that is uuusually insensitive to light, and extremely uniform 

from well to well [38],

Before studying the samples with NMR. we soaked them in 0.1 M solution of HC1
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Epitaxial Layers 
(-10 pm)

Si dopingGaAs

GaAs
substrate
(-5 0 0  pm)

71 mev

conduction band
I 1.52 aV

valance band

37 meV
UJ

Growth direction

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a quantum well sample, with the epitaxial layer 
structure and the corresponding electron energy bands shown as a function of the 
spatial coordinate along the growth direction.
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28 CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

ovff '•24 hours. to miHJvr any Gh metal that was used to attach the substrate to 

tlx1 growth .itage

4.2 Tilted Field Approach: The Swedish Rotator

In any experimental studv of the C)uaiitum Hall effect it u> important to be able to 

control the two primary’ thermodynamic quant it ies. namely tlie Landau level tiiiing 

factor v anti the sample temperature T While postponing the discussion of tem

perature control till section 4.5. we will font* here on rontrolling the filling factor 

v = n/ n+ = (nh( ) /{ rB ^ ) in our experiment. Here n n the two-dimensional electron 

del ill tv in tlie qmtntum well, n+ = (r fl. (/(Ac) ia the density of magnetic field flux 

quanta penetrating tlie plane of tlie well, whereas r. h. anti r an* the eletneiitarv 

charge, the Planck's constant, and tlie speed of light, ami B . is the component of 

magnetic field perpendicular to tlx* quantum well

Our samples are grown without any gates that could allow us to vary* the electron 

density n On the contrary. U»th samples exhibit a remarkable reproducibility of 

n from cool-down to cool-tlown. as well as no detectable sensitivity to illumuiatioii 

lw light. Thus tlx* only control parameter with which one can manipulate the filling 

factor v in the experiment is tlx* perpendicular magnetic tick! B k

Now we are down to two possibilities: (a) we can sweep the total magnetic Heki 

13,.*. as is done in many magneto-transport ami optical experiments, or (b) we can 

keep fl„* constant, ami change the angle 9 between fli,* and the sample’s growth 

direction thereby changing the perpendicular field B k *  flu* cus0 . ami thus the 

filling factor v -  (nAc)/(rflu* costf)

In practice, changing Am  in an NMR system involves careful shimming of the 

magnet to achieve ~ 1 part per million (ppm) field homogeneity over the macroscopic 

volume of the sample (see section 4.3.1). This time-consuiuiug and laborious pro-
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(b)

(a)

(d)

^ = 7

(c)

Figurr 4.2: (a ) Swedish rotator assembly. with (b) thr spiral, (c) rotator platform, 
and (d) thr samplr shown srparatrly. otfsrt from one another for clarity. Thr rotator 
housing, thr spiral, and the rotator platform are all made of brass to avoid differential 
contraction at low temperatures. In (a), note the grooved sapphire support under the 
samplr and thr hole cut through the rotator housing above the sample to allow the 
collimated light beam from the optical assembly (not shown here).
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(Q

< s

(b)

J -  (a)

(d)

Figure 4.3: Set-up used for testing (a) the Swedish rotator, where (b) beam from (r) 
a 1 mW He-Ne laser was directed at (d) the minor-like sample surface and reflected 
onto (e) a screen some distance away. Advancing (f) the rotator knob on top of the 
probe by (20divisions of the counter) at a time, the light spots on the screen 
were marked off with a pen. In case of a “perfect" rotator, we expect the marks to 
be distributed following a simple tan 29 law.
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4.2. TILTED FIELD APPROACH: THE SWEDISH ROTATOR 31

cedure makes choice (a) rather unrralistic when it romes to taking NMR data as 

a function of the filling far tor v I tint rati, w  adopted the “tilted field" approach 

(b). where the sample can fie rotated in oft* without stopping the low-temperature 

experiment.

Figure >1.2 shows the key elements of tlie “Swedish rotator". purchased from Oxford 

Instruments as part of the crvnstat probe. Tlie idea behind it is to saw spare in the 

congested radial dimension liv placing the spiral (b) above rather than to tlie side of 

tlie gear-wheel (r). Tins arrangement, however, requires tlie fit lietween tlie housing 

(a), tlie spiral, and tlie gear-wliecl to lie made to much tighter tolerances compared, 

for example, to a simpler “worm-gear" design. This can be easilv seen, since a small 

horizontal displacement of the spiral will immediately translate into a change ui </. 

whereas the “worm-gear" design is only sensitive to the vertical tolerances that are 

relatively rasv to control.

Our experimental objective was to achieve an angular accuracy of ±0.1" over 

the* wide range of angles ( -  WF < 0 < (jO* ) Figure 4.3 shows a simple srt-up that 

we used to test the accuracy of the Swedish rotator Initial testing uncovered two 

principal difficulties m the original Oxford design: (i) tlie deviations of the measured & 

from tin* dialed-in values wt*r*» ±2.5*. and (ii) the spiral and the rotator housing were 

manufactured from different materials (plastic and fir ass. correspondingly), which 

would make it impossible to test the rotator at room temperature and guarantee its 

performance in a cryogenic environment due to significant differential contraction of 

rotator parts.

To alleviate both of these problems, the spiral was reinachiued from the same 

material (brass) as the housing, with tolerances of -» 10pm. The detailed shape of 

the grooves had to be calculated to mesh exactly with the teeth of an existing gear

wheel, and a special cutting tool had to be ground to impart that shape onto the 

spiral. After numerous trials and errors the spiral of the right shape was made in
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three copies.

At that point wv found that a combination of piece* made of the same material 

with very tinht tolerance?! lew I*. after a number of revolution*, to a critical build-up 

of burr* at the contact point* of the rotating part*. suddenly causing the mechanism 

to lock-up. Using a drv lubricant (0.7pm MbS? powder) extended the "mean time 

to jam* of the rotator to ten* of revolutions Finally, we treated all moving part* of 

the Swedish rotator with the “Dichronite“ surface routing, provided by a company in 

Massachusetts

Combined with MhS-j. this treatment resulted in two year*of Hawlcs*operation, af

ter which occasional jam* still took place. Over tliat tune, the accuracy of the Swedish 

rotator degraded somewhat from ±0.94’ to ±0.1° over t lie range -25’ < 9 < 00'. as 

was estimated from testing shown in Fig. 4 3. ami later confirmed liv Al NMR mea

surements of electric quadrupoie shifts in single crystal Al-jOi (see Appendix B for 

•let ails)

4.3 NMR Techniques

4.3.1 Superconducting Magnet: Preparing the Field

All measurement* desrribed in this thesis were performed m ail Oxford Instru

ment* 89mm/12T TmlatmnH magnet, which was operated in the persistent current 

mode during the experiment*. Bringing the magnet to a new field involved a number 

of subtle points, ranging from safety precaution* to measures necessary to achieve 

stable, spatially homogeneous magnetic' field.

Prior to a field change, the desired range of frequencies for the given nucleus 

was scanned with an NMR probe taken out of the cryostat. to detect any FM radio 

stations that could interfere with NMR signals. A “quiet spot" in the spectrum was
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picked. and tin* exact value of I lie fiekl calculated. The magnet current lead* were 

then at tar bed and tire Held change would begin.

After some trial* and emm we found tliat the magnet Mettle*1 at a new fiekl niueh 

faster. if it is first brought to zero, then energized to a new value with an overshoot 

of --0.017T. and HtmJIv brought to the required Held after a ~ 15nun wait. This 

procedure alkmred us to achieve drift* of loss than 0.1 ppm/hour in 24hours after 

going into persistent iikkIp. For comparison, typical drifts measured several month* 

later would In* on the onler of 0.005 ppm/hour

During the fiekl change, attention needed to lie paid to ensure proper electrical 

grounding III case of a quench, it also prtived alisolutely vital to have the supercoti* 

ducting slum power supply automatKally “dump" the shun cods, thus letting ujiv 

magnetic Hux trapped ui them out

Olice the teui|Mir<d stability of the Held was cliecked hv tiHiiiitoriug a l);() NMK 

signal overnight. the uiugnet was shimmed to straighten the field spatiallv A set 

of six superconducting shim coils'* was used to achieve a ~ 0 .2 ppm magnetic field 

homogeneity over tlie sample volume. Shimming was done with a 1 inmJ droplet of 

D jO  inside a capillary iiKiunted in a shimming probe that was built for that purpose. 

The probe allowed precision |>o*itioning of the droplet within the sample space m 

the vacuum*tight 'He volume of the cryustat. Using this pmlie. magnetic fiekl was 

mapped with deuterium NMR signal and the gradients ffc. •£. ami

'Once in the persistent inode, the magnet's field can drift due to (a) various traiuoetti 'memory' 

effects. (b) liux leakage through the joints in the superconducting wiring, and (r ) pressure flurtua* 

tions above the helium bath Little ran be done about fb|. a manostat on the He exhaust w ill fix (r). 

but (a) depends crucially on how the magnet was eorrgixrd It » not unrutnttxm h r a magnet to 

drift apwunls for days, when brought from high field to a lower value improperly

JA complete second-order shim set would also include two more coils to handle ^  and ^  

field gradients.
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Jjj * Jp. corresponding to the magnet's installed shim ('oils, were zeroed by adjusting 

shim currents in the coils. Typically, shimming would take several hours and rust 

several liters of liquid helium due to an increased boil-off when the current leads are 

attached.

4.3.2 Home-Built NMR Spectrometer, Pulse Generation

The experiments were earned out using a home-built NMR spectrometer, based 

on a Tec Mag .4nr.i pulse programming ami data acquisition unit (Figure 4.4) The 

spectrometer was designed to cover »he radiofrcquency (rf) range of It) to KftMHz. 

in order to accommodate most nuclei of interest (Table 4.2) in the magnet»c held* up 

to 12 Tesla.

A software package (MarXMR. part of the Ter Mag module) allowed one to lav 

out anv pulse sequence of up to 12V stc{». ami cycle through it as long as practicallv 

reasonable, up to several davs. with a possibility of changing parameters from cycle 

to cycle using “tables" instead of single values for any parameter. The duration of 

each step could lie set to up to 210s in multiples of 0.1 ps. with the exception of 

(lata acquisition points, that had to lie spaced by at least 1 ps from each other, which 

translates into having a full I MHz frequency window anywhere m the rf range of the 

spectrometer

For each step in the pulse sequence, binary outputs could be set independently 

on 20 fast TTL logic (39] lines, which could tie connected through a fan-out box 

(Fig. 4.4) to external devices (such as rf gates'*) to produce rf pulses, to operate an 

optical shutter, thus forming light pulses, or to switch the frequency synthesiser phase

1A set of gate drivers was built to convert TTL logic signals into 1 20 mA current pulses neremary 

to operate SI gate*. Each driver wee monitored by a home-made protect ion circuit, which would 

block both long and high duty-cyrie pulses from reaching the power amplifier.
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10 MH2 tlms bass pu(M programmer,
I  2-channsl dlglttzsr

ARIES

Powsr Macintosh

pT> 310

frsquancy synthesizer

fan-out box
control

digital
filter

!* KH

gat# ; drivers mixars
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•
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ATTEN
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Figure 14: Schematic diagram of the home-built radio frequency spectrometer. used 
in all NMR/OPNMR measurements reported in this thesis. Thr transmitter (bottom- 
left corner) produce* up to 1 k\V of output pulse power in thr 10 160 MHx range. with 
Iran than a 100tia response time. The receiver circuit (right. bottom to top) has up 
to lOOdB of total gain ami includes a quadrature detector, followed by a 2-channel 
digital low-pass filter and a 2-channel A /D  converter with the 1 MHx acquisition 
rate. Also shown is a standard NMR frequency synthesiser with an oven-controlled 
temperature-stabilised oscillator, which provides the time base for the experiment, 
and is a frequency source for the transmitter and the mixers in the receiver circuit
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Table 4.2: Gyromagnetic ratio* and varioiui NMR data for some nuclei of interest.

Property (units) 7,Gu **Ga n As r AI ns|n ,,aln 4D

Nuclear spin / 3
2

:i
2

3
2

5
2

9
2

9
2 I

Natural
abundance

( •* ) 19 9 60 1 100 100 95 7 4 3 0.015

(Ivnmmg- 
netic rat h>

la
In l * p ) 13.00 1023 730 11 09 9114 932 6.54

12 T  fre
quency

(MHz) 155.9 122.7 87 6 133 1 112 1 1119 78.5

El. quadrup 
moment

Q ( lt» * A4) t i l l 11.17 0 31 0 15 0.81 0.80 0.003

ill multiples4 of 90*. as needed for the CYCLOPS sequence (40|. to simultanenualv 

cancel any phase imlminnce or voltage offsets in both data acquisition channels. Once 

loaded into the pulse programmcr. the pulse sequence was executed independently 

from the computer, using a 10 MHz frequency standard from the synthesizer as a 

time base.

The rf pulses (typically I to 20ps long) were formed in the transmitter part of the 

spectrometer by chopping an rf sine wave, coining from the synthesizer, with a fast

7ns switching time) St gate, and then amplified in the Kalntus power amplifier up 

to 200 W (or about 280 V peak-to peak (Vpp) into the 5011 line). These high wit age

4 By using other available control lines it would be possible to change the phase of PTS synthesim  

in multiples of 0.225*. beyond what is normally needed far a standard CYCLOPS wquew e.
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rf pulses with a square envelope were then sent down a semirigid coaxial cable to the 

resonant tank circuit inside the cryostat.

4.3.3 NMR 'Rink Circuits, Power Handling

Depending on the frequency, we used one of the two simple circuits, shown in 

Figure 1.5. By varying capacitances C, and Cm. a given circuit was tuned to resouate 

at the required rf frequency and at (lie same time its reflected power was iniiiimixtd to 

be below 1 ‘X ( 2 0 dB) of t 1m* incident rf power (41). Under those conditions a typical 

quality factor Q was about 100, This value was close to uptiiual. balancing frequency 

selectivity ( ^  x Q ) with the decav rate of the circuit ring-rlown ( x Q 1) A usual 

width A / of the tank circuit resonance was I MHz. while the ring-down decaveil to 

the noise level »if our preamplifier in -  I Ops after the pulse.

As in many other solid-state NMR experiments that involve Iwoad lines, excitation 

pulse power was at a premium’1 in our measurements, limited severely bv arcing 

in strong magnetic fields in the low-pressure helium gas atmosphere j42|. Usual 

precautions were taken to avoid pointy spikes of sokler: wires were varnished and 

capacitors were wrapped with mylar film to minimize contact with the helium gas 

that would cause sparks due to its low threshold to electrical break-down. The process 

of detection and elimination of the trouble spots was carried out using a transparent 

hermetically sealed vessel that was adapted to lie fitted around our NMR probe, 

filled with low-pressure helium, and inspected for sparking in complete darkness as 

the pulses were sent on into the circuit. In each of our NMR experiments later, 

the reflected power frutn the probe was monitored through a 40dB Bird directional

vTb*> rf magnetic field amplitude Hi during the pulse of length Tpmim defines the tipping angle far 

the nuclear spins, o *  j i -  where % is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio (Table 4.2) Usually

n is fixed (e g a » v /2 ). while is made much greater than the deaired spectral width to ovoid 

non-uniform excitation. For this reason stranger pulses are needed to measure broad NMR lines.
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(a) f < 100 MHz (b) f > 100 MHz

50 Q

C,

( L contains 
th« sample)

50 Q

m

Figure 4.5: Series-parallel (a) and parallel-series (b) resonant tank circuits used in 
our NMR probe For a typical (i-turii copper roil anil the 2 25pF variable capaci- 
tom that rould tit into our limited probe spare, it was advantageous to use “I f  an 
opposed to “a" above ~ IQQMHx. Moat of the time the variable capacitors shown 
had to be supplemented by the fixed capacitors in the 1 120pF range, in order to 
simultaneously tune the circuit at a given frequency /  •«*7(2x) And match it to the 
50 Q coaxial line impedance. The total values C, and Cm needed for the tuning and 
the matching capacitances, respectively, can be calculated using the formulae:

L . - N/r /5 W lv/ r 3-(5(Kl)r+Z.2̂  ^  y / r /W U

im) Ci * mJ+lij) r- ■ zp-m iirrzu
L.+y/(50n-r)r _ y/(50n/r)-l

(b) C« "  •/(H -(50n)r+£ .V ) : " " *>(son)

where the effective resistance r (on the order of a few ohm) reflects total losses in the 
circuit. The value of r is frequency- and teniperat ure-dependent
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coupler using a Tektronix digital osrilkwrope. so that arcing could be easily observed 

when it happened as it distorted the envelope of the reflected rf pulse [41). As a 

result of these efforts. 15 W power levels (77 Vpp into 50Q) were achieved at low ‘He 

temperatures6 without arcing, with corresponding 7,Ga 90” tipping times7 tieing 7/is

for Hx «55G.

4.3.4 Quadrature Detection and Signal Processing

Throughout all experiments descrilied in this thesis quadrature detection [41] was 

used, which effectively allows one to record both x and y components of the precess- 

mg nuclear magnetization (referenced to the frame rotating with the frequency of the 

synthesizer) into two data acquisition channels, commonly called "real*' ami “imagi

nary" This was accomplished In* splitting the output of the GOdB Miteq preamplifier 

into two ident leal in-phase signals (with a two-way 0' Mimcimuts split ter/combiner) 

ami mixing them with a pair of pure sme waves at the synthesizer frequency, one of 

which was delaved in phase In* (Jtr (Mimcircuits level 7 mixers ami a two wav 90* 

split ter/combiner of the proper frequency range were used as shown in Fig. 4.4).

The output “I" (intermediate frequency) signals from the mixers were then further 

amplified, low-pass filtered, und amplified again using a two-channel Krohn-Hite digi

tal filter. The filler was operated in the “Butterworth" mode (1-pole, or 24 dB/octave 

attenuation in thr reject km band) and its cut-off frequencv was set to f r ~ \ r^ . 

where denotes the data arquisitkm rate6 for each channel. The resulting group

‘ Measurements Id « ‘ He bucket rrynstat presented Mi arcing pNibietns (up to 100 W ). since far 

the must part uf the experiment (Up tu 5 5 hours at 1.5K) the tank rirru it was completely immersed 

in liquid helium whirh baa a murk higher breakdown threshold than the gas.

TNute that only \H \ is involved in lipping the nuclear spins.

'Usually the data were acquired at a rate of 100 or 300kHs fur Ga (depending un the sample), 

and I MHz far Al in sapphire.
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delay [43} for both signals was f ~1. when* 149.7® is the phase s Io jm * per

Hi of a Butterworth filter. Finally the voltages in both channels were digitized anti 

stored as a function of tiinc in a Tec Mag data acquisition module, averaged over mul- 

tiple NMR “scans-' to boost signal to noise if necessary, and dumped into computer 

memory for further processing.

To obtain a spectrum / ( / )  from the reconled free induction decav of magnetiza

tion A/«.(f). digital data processing was used [41} Typically. it involved (i) base line 

adjustment to suppress constant voltage offsets: (ii) gaussian broadening of 0.5kHz 

full width at half maximum (FWHM) to reject long-lasting harmonic noises, (iii) com

plex fast Fourier transform (FFT): (iv) phase 1 correction to compensate for missing 

first data-points. filter group «lelny. etc . ami (v) phased correct ton to compensate for 

thr cable length plus an unknown phase shift in t Ik* impedance-matched tank circuit 

If anv distortion still remained hi the Imsc line dm* to persistent nng-tlown or oth

erwise corrupt is i first few ilata points in tin* turn* domain, ivi) km’-order harmonic* 

were fitted to the base line iu the frequency domain ami were then subtracted off to 

avoid shifting of an apparent peak position due to underlvmg slope in the Imse line

4.3.5 OPNMR Timing Sequence

The basic OPNMR timing sequence that was routinely used with the GaAs quan

tum well samples is shown in Figure 4.6(a).

At the low temperatures nuclear relaxation times can In* extremely long (up to 

several hours), making nuclear polarization essentially history-dependent, and the 

nuclear equilibrium (Fig. 4.6(b)) hart I to reach quickly. To avoid this complication, 

the sequence always starts with a saturation pulse train, which repeatedly (up to 

60 times) tips the nuclear spins and lets them spread in the x y plane, effectively 

scrambling them so that the net polarization becomes zero (Fig. 4.6(c)).
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SAT

(a) ,  ruLfiri

(b ) Equbbrlum

«*
(C ) after SAT

90* ACQ

V

(d ) Short tL

(e) Longar

71 maV

conduction band

band

*•

uj

(g)
AIq ,0 ^  gAa QaAt SI doping

2* Growth Dlraction

Figure 4.6: (a) OPNMR timid* sequence. which includes a saturating train of rf 
pubes (SAT), a “Light on" period rL followed by a “Dark time" r t): a single 
tipping pulse, and NMR acquisition (ACQ). (b e ) the nuclear polarisation in 
spatial dimension along with (f) the band diagram and (g) the schematic of 
sample, same as in Fig. 4.1.
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Shortly after that a home-made TTL-controlled optical shutter is opened to let 

the light through. and optical pumping takes place. Fig. 4.6(d) shows the nuclear 

polarisation building up preferentially near the center planes of the quantum wells, 

where the three-dimensional electron density is the highest, and the light tuned to 

1.52eV gap in the pure GaAs is absorbed (Fig. 4.6(f)).

As the light is left on for a longer time (several minutes), nuclear spin diffusion 

due to nuclear dipole-dipole couplings slowly takes place. leading to a build-up of 

polarisation in the regions of barrier* close to the quantum wells (Fig. 4.6(e))

The light is eventually turned off. and the electrons in the sample equilibrate 

with the- lattice, which in turn equilibrates with the helium bath (see Section 4.5 for 

iletails). Nuclear spins posses* the longest tune constant, and a significantly enhanced 

(due to opt Hal pumping) nuclear polarisation can lie still detected with a single (J0* 

pulse long after all <>tl»er processes haw reached thermal equilibrium.

Ordinarily this sequence was repeated up to 256 times to increase the signal-to- 

noise ratio, limited, in principle. I>v the hold time of a liquid JHe puddle. Optical 

pumping efficiency drop* off sharpiv at high tilt angles, ami also at certain filling 

factors where the elect run-nuclear coupling is suppressed due to a gap in the excitation 

spectrum, e.g. at v *  I. In such instances a “dynamic'* approach was sometimes used, 

where opt Hal pumping was accomplished at low tilts ami then the sample was rotated 

quickly to the desired 0 before applying the tipping pulse. The use of this approach 

was rather limited due to friction, which caused excessive wear of the delicate rotator 

mechanism and also led to sample heating.

4.4 Optical Pumping

We used Coherent continuous wave lasers (a 7 Watt Innova 300 Argon-ion to 

pump a 1.5 Watt tunable Titanium:sapphire of the 890 series) as a source of light.
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4 4 OPTICAL PUMPING

Figure 4.7 Optical assembly that terminates (a) the multimode optical fiber at the 
1.5 K point in the cryoatat 20cm above the sample. The housing (b) contains (c) 
the optical fiber connector with a ceramic tip (d) above the lens (e). Attached below 
is (f) the polarizer assembly, with (g) a Unear polarizer in a small adjustable mount, 
and (h) a quarter-wave plate. The dashed Unes (i) show the collimated light beam.
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backe«i-up (in raw of failure) by a 35mW (et nperature-controlled diode lawr. Thr 

frequencies of both systems were calibrated using a wavelength-meter, kindly lent 

to tm by Prof. Bob Grober's group a number of times. Upon exiting the lawr. the 

light was sent through a A/2 plate and a linearly-polarizing beam-splitting cube so 

that the power of the light coukl be adjusted bv rotating its polarization direction 

using the plate, thus determining which fraction of the light woukl travel straight 

through the rube, and which woukl lie sent 90” away into the beam trap. Light was 

further chopped with a home-made TTL-controlled beam shutter and brought into 

the cryostat via a multimode optical fiber, which was cemented through a vacuum 

feed-through ami hail a convenient “FC“ connector <m top of tlie crvostat prol»e.

Figure 4.7 shows the optical assembly1*, which was mounted — 20cm above the 

sample at the 1.5 K point of thr crvontat Upon exiting the filler, the diverging (about 

± 20") light cone was collimated with an anti-reflect ion coated lens (Fig. 4 7(e)) and 

then left-ctrrularly polarized liv going through a Poiarnr linear polarizer (a grating 

of nncrosropte parallel metal strips) ami a true first-order quarter-wave plate. Half 

of the light power was absorbed l>y the linear polarizer, so a good thermal link to the 

1 K pot of the cryostat was eswtitial to handle this heat load.

In practice, the fast axis of the quarter-wave plate was aligned 45' to the direction 

of strips oil the linear polarizer about once a year by minimizing (lower variations of 

the light that passed first through tlie aswmblv ami then through a slowly rotated 

polarizing cube. Before each cool-down, the size of the light spot hitting tlie sample 

was adjusted by sliding the tip of the filler connector (Fig. 4.7(d)) up or down relative 

to the lens. The collimated beam was then aimed at the sample by adjusting double 

nuts on the three screws that held the optical assembly in spare above a baffle in the 

cryostat. This arrangement worked well over two years of experiments, with minor 

thank Prof. D. Hetman and Dr. F. Plentz (MIT) fat bdpfui diarumkm at the optical —einbty

dMtgn.
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set-backs wht'ti thr lens occasionally unglued from itit mouiit anti needed to br glued 

bark on again10

4.5 Temperature Control

Thr low temperaturr measurements (0.29< T < 20 K) described in thin threw wrrr 

prrforinrti using either a JHr sorptHm-pumped //c/tox cryostat madr by Oxford Instru- 

uirntn. or an Oxford ‘Hr burkrt drwar that Prof. Kurt Zilm* group at tin* Chemistry 

drpartmrnt kindlv Irnt to tw in 1996 A special varuum adapter ami a spacer wrrr 

marhinrtl to arronunotlatr thr Hrlkix prolie in thr burkrt drwar. whirh wait iwrd to 

trouble-shoot our optic* and thr NMR circuit* in an easv-to-run burkrt" rrowtat. 

Wr iwrtl it at 4.2 K when vrntrd into tlir atmosphere. or puinprd on it continuously 

Irtting it rtpulibrnte arouiHi 1.5 K In thr GaN measurement* (Chap. 7) wr t<M>k some

,0A problem here trm itur to thermal <U6rrrntuU contraction bet wren thr |Im  and thr mrtai 

(brass) of th r mount To »r*«ku*g thr lens at low temperatures. it was unlv (iurd to the 

mount at i>Or want on it* circumference Subsequent thrrmai cycling Irti to orraakmai failure* of 

thk joint

11 Although quite .impie. the burhrt ilrwar design was remarkably rffirirn t: a single transfer >>1 

-  5 liter* of liquid 4H r woukl laat fur about it hour* at 4.2 K. or 6 hour* at I 5 K It* tarter diameter 

waa 3.5" (8tt.9m m | which fit perfectly Into the rtaun*temperature bore of our superconducting 

nuMtnet. while its inner diameter of 2 5’  (61.5mm) left plenty of spare for experiments. It could 

be rooled down from naan temperature in I 5 hours and provided nearly ideal nun-.parking and 

absolutely stable Uquki helium environment Fur example, below 21 K. the helium teas a superfiukl 

with extremely high thermal rundurtivtty and therefore no bubbling that rould sralter light during 

optical pumping Finally, this cryostat was absolutely nun-magnetic even In a 12T fiekl. so no 

additional shimming was required Compare this to the JHe alternative: I  hours. 25 liter* of Uquki 

4He just to cool down. 100 liters/day liquid 4He consumption during experiment*, available probe 

diameter of only 31 mm. arcing, need to recharge *He pot every half an hour when using 30 mW of 

light only to get down to 0 29K *
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dot a at 77 K by filling the bucket drwar with liquid nitrogen. It hunted for 2 days and 

later had to be emptied out. there wan still plenty of liquid inside.

The 3He cryostat could be stabilised easily either at 1.5 K (by keeping the charcoal 

sorption pump warm, at ^45 K). or close to its base temperature of 0.29 K (by cooling 

the charcoal to IK  with fresh ’Hr). At the intermediate temperatures an Ox fool 

ITC temperature controller was used to actively adjust the charcoal sorption pump 

temperature, and thereby its pumping speed, trying to keep tlie 'He pot temperature 

constant The following P ID  control settings were used: P = 0.5. I  = 2. D = 0 for

0.5 K < T  < 1.5 K. and P -  0.38. /  *  0.5. D = 0 for T < 0.5 K. Above 1.5 K a different 

control strategy was employed, since we I'oulti not pump on liquid ‘He any more. The 

1 K pot mechanical pump could la* throttled first, to get the IK  pot temperature as 

high as 3K. and the charcoal sorption pump needed to lie kept at a lower constant 

temperature of 30 K. If necessary, a heater wrapped amuud the ‘Hr pot was employed 

to actively control its temperature via an ITC controller using tlie following PID  

settings: P = 20. I  = 2. D = 0

Apart from controlling the temperature of the ’He pot. it was urressarv to ensure 

a good thermal contact between tlie sample and the ’ He bath, and to measure the 

sample temperature as it changed in response to quite powerful (up to ~ lOiuW) 

laser light pulses.

Figure 4.8 shows how the thermal contact to the sample was made while keeping 

the NMR coil, wrapped around it. electrically insulated from the underlying copper 

plate. The sample was glued to a grooved support (Fig. 4.8(c)) made out of a single 

crystal sapphire. an excellent thermal conductor at low temperatures and at the 

same time one of the best electrical insulators”  The sapphire support was in turn

IJln addition. sapphire crystals have a uniaxial symmetry, and the spin j  aluminum nuclei in them 

puss—  a non-MTU quadrupolr moment (Table 4 2) This cotarkJence makes sapphire an excellent 

tilt sensor as well (see Appendix B).
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(b)

(a)
(c)

(d)

(a)

Figure 4.N: The rotator platform (a assembled. e ban*) with (b) the sample. (r) thr 
grooved sapphire support, and (d) thr copper thermometer plate shown separately, 
offset from one another for clarity. Note an NV1R coil wrapped around the sample in 
(b). and the slit cut in the copper plate (d) to accommodate the RuQi thermometer 
(not shown).
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attached to a copper plate (Fig, 4.8(d)) which, being in good thermal contact (via 

sapphire) with the sample, served two purposes: it provided a heat sink to the brass 

rotator housing for the sample11, and also contained a Ru()3 thermometer, shown 

in Figure 4.9(a) at position 2. which was used during tlie experiments to track the 

sample temperature in real time.

One of tlie major concerns was how tlie sample temperature woukl respond to 

the light pulses and how fast it will equilibrate with the 'He hath after the light was 

turned off To find out the answer, we placed one more RuO-j sensor temporarily on 

top of the sample surface14 (Fig. 4.9(a). position 1) and performed a test OPNMR 

experiment while recording tlie temperature. Figure 4.9(b) shows the results, from 

which the following conclusions ran In* drawn: (a) although the sample temperature 

gets as high as 2 K when illuminated trv a IthnW laser pulse, it drops lawk iknvn to 

~ 350 in K fairlv fast (less titan a minute), rearhing 0.5 K as stain as 5s after tin* light 

has been turned off: (b) our permanent thermometer at position 2 gives an accurate 

reading of tlie sample temperature except when the light is on (this was also verified 

directly by sampling sensors 1 am I 2 during tlie same pulse); and (e) the effects of tlie 

dropping liquid JHe level were olwervable. but did not radically change the sample's 

thermal response to light until the verv end. when tlie liquid was completely boiled 

off. Thus, (a) argues that OPNMR measurements are possible down to the lowest 

temperatures of — 0.3 K. since the nuclear relaxation times at these temperatures are 

usually on the order of at least several minutes, long enough for the sample to cool

11 Due In thermal Kapitsa resistance ’44| at the Interfere between the sample and Uquki *He. 

the rooting of the sample mostly took plare through the brass housing at the rotator (Fig. 4.2(a)) 

that was a good thermal rondurtur and also hail a much larger area of contact with liquid helium 

compared to the sample.

•*The sensor ww glued unto the sample with G. E. varnish to the side at where the light spot was 

directed, and shielded from scattered light by aluminum fed.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Temperature response to light, measured with RuO? wnsom at 
positions 1 3. plotted (h) as a function of real time. Several 60s long. ~  10mW
pulses of red (812 mu) light lead to depletion of the remaining liquid 1He. causing the 
temperature of 3He bath (sensor 3. thick dash) to run away in the end. Note, that 
as the liquid level becomes low. the temperature at the sample surface (sensor 1. not 
normally used in experiments) takes slightly longer to fully equilibrate with the bath.
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down during tp  before tin* NMR puls** arrives (Fig. 4.6(a)). while (r) offers evidence 

that the s a m p le  cooling mostly take* place through the rotator housing as opposed to 

direct contact with the liquid, validating our choice of sapphire and copper as means 

of heat sinking the .sample.

Finally, the last remaining question on temperature control concerns the effect 

of high magnetic fields on RuO? sensors, that were initially calibrated at xero held. 

It was absolutely vital in our thermodynamic measurements to know the sample 

temperature exactly at any field, so we calibrated our thermometers anew iu fields 

up to 12T using a field-independent capacitance reference (see Appendix A for the 

calibration data and analytic interpolations for sensor 2)
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Chapter 5

Equilibrium OPNMR 

Measurements of Electron Spin 

Polarization and Dynamics in the 

Quantum Hall Regimes

5.1 Effects of Optical Pumping on NMR Spectra

Optical pumping provide* unique way* of manipulating a low*temperature NMR 

experiment, thu* making possible use of non-equilibrium electron* to enhance NMR 

nignal*. which in turn ran 1m* used to provide crucial information about the equilibrium 

state of tlie electronic system at a later time. We will start thi* chapter by disruasing 

NMR in the absence of optical pumping first, and then consider OPNMR spectroscopy 

in detail.

Figure 5.1 shows a series of 7,Ga NMR spectra of sample 40W. taken over a 

wide range of condition*. Following “traditional” NMR conventions, wr plot Fourier*

51
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52 CHAPTER 5. EQUILIBRIUM OPNMR MEASUREMENTS

transformed intensity of the NMR signal versus the “offset“ frequency1 A / = / - / „ .  

where /  *  £ Bkr is the frequency of a given nucleus exposed to the local field Uk*. 

and / ,  is the fixed synthesiser frequency, usttally selected near the spectrum center 

for the nuclear species of interest (see Table 4.2) in the given magnetic field B\,* 

Assuming that tin* magnet's fiekl Bu* and the nuclear polarization* Vn are uniform 

throughout the sample, we ran sav that the NMR signal intensity at each frequency 

f  is measuring the number of nuclei exposed to the local field = 2*//*». so that 

tin* otwrrved distribution of 0|» provitlnt information about magnetic environments 

of the nuclear species'1

As Figure 5.1(a) shows, at room temperature the spectrum consists of only one 

line, which is essentially a Gaussian with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

about 3kHz. Our room temperature measurements indicate that the dependence of 

this width for r,Ga and "G&  on tlie tilt angle 0 lietween tin* sample's growth direction 

(001) and tlie magnetic fiekl liu« is Well ilesrribed by:

frwHM lkH*l s ;l 2t> -  0.168 * ( I -  3 cos* «)* . ( 5 I )

'In  the early days nt NMR iS |. magnetic ftrkl was swept constantly around a central value. whUe 

the uarillator frequency was Rxnl That way. an " t p W  shift at a lixed frequenry corresponds 

in < 8 m . which translates into a “down-frequenry’ shift when using modern pulsed NMR 

trchitiqura at a ftxni 8 m  Ftillowtng this rt invent kai. “iksrn* frequency" shifts are still sometime* 

pkitted to the right of the origin. whUe the "up-frequency" shifts to the Irft.

J Nuclear polarisation P , is uniform if the nuclear system is in equilibrium

'In  principle. 7'0 a . MGa. and n As ail have spin j .  and thus three allowed transitions lor Amy 

■ - and These might show up in spectra as three distinct lines if an elect ric

fkdd gradient cuuples to the quadrupole moment of the uurleus GaAs lattice, fuseever. has a 

Zinc blende structure which by symmetry does not alksv any gradient at thr locations of nuclei. 

Unleas the sample is badly strained, such that significant ptesoHrirctrk 5ekis develop (as was the 

case in earlier experiments |46| with the sample's substrate etched off), no quadrupole splitting is 

observed.
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Figure 5.1: 71Ga NMR spectra of sample 40W. acquired without optical putnpittg at 
8%̂  -  12T ( / ,  *  155.03 MHz): (a) room temperature, averaged over 32 scans with 2s 
repetition, (b) a single scan at 1.5 K taken after waiting for 64 s, (c) same at 0.6 K 
after waiting for — 1000 s. and (d) average of 4 scans, each taken immediately after a 
saturation pulse train, labeled SAT in Fig. 4.6(a). The signal in a c is coming mostly 
from the 0.5 mm thick GaAs substrate (Fig. 4.1). although some quantum well signal 
can be seen in (b) and (c) shifted down in frequency (i.e. to the right) from the 
dominant substrate signal. Also note a — 3.5 kHz shift of substrate frequency from 
(a) to (b) upon cool-down, due to paramagnetic impurities in the rotator assembly
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kHz
40 20 0 -20

kHz
40 20 0 -20

Figure 5.2: Optically pumped 7IG« NMR spectra of sample 10W (tilted by (9*36.8"). 
acquired at I2T  (155.93MHz) after (a) usual and (b) long optical pumping times of 
90s and 680s respectively followed by a "Dark" time ro»40s, Note, that the signals 
are inverted, corresponding to the emission rather than absorption of rf photons by 
an inversely-populated nuclear spin system. Both peaks are now clearly visible, one 
(to the right) coming from riGa nuclei in the quantum wells, that saturate at long 
optical pumping times, and the other (to the left) from the nuclei in the adjacent 
barriers. During optical pumping the barrier signal grows continuously as more and 
more nuclei there are polarized through the nuclear spin diffusion.
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frwliM (kHxj *  2.75 -  0.128 * (1 -  3co*a0)a . (5.2)

consistent with being 'hir to tlie dipolo-dipole coupling to near-by nuclear spins [G|.

At low temperatures (Fin. 5. Mb c)) nuclear relaxation rates become very lonn. 

especially in the sulistrate that lias no free electrons to couple to the nuclear spin sys

tem. Fortunately, a saturation pulse train can quickly destroy any history-dependent 

nuclear polarisation (Fin 5.1(d)). so that measurements can be repeated one right 

after another starting with the same initial conditions. Figure 5.1 also shows that 

in principle it is possible to observe quantum well signals with a regular NMR. it. 

for example, the numlier of quantum sells in tlie sample is increased and tlie latr- 

rier/substrate peak does not mask the quantum well signal (e.g. due to a large dif

ference in the nuclear relaxation time’s T| or liecause tlie frequency shift Is-tween the 

two is much larger compared to the dipolar width.

Much more can la* done. however, la* using optical pumping with k*ft-circularly 

polarized (LCT) light. Figure 5.2 shows OPNMR spectra, oluamed after 90s and 

(iW)s of illumination. First of all. tlie quantum well signal (shifted down in frequency 

compared to the liarrier) is clearlv seen. both signals being inverted (emissive), com

pared to tlie ubsorptive "dark" NMR signals. We can identify these two signals as 

folkiws: tlie dependence of their amplitude on pumping time (compare Fig. 5.2 

(a) and (b)) indicates that a peak to tlie left corresponds to a much larger reservoir 

of nuclear spins (i.e. the Ala|Gao«As barriers and the GaAs sulistrate of the mul

tiple quantum well structure shown in Fig. 4.1). In contrast, tlie peak to the right 

is the first to rise during ri .  but quickly saturates at longer pumping times. Also, 

by varying the wavelength of light we can probe tlie optical absorption spectrum of 

the quantum well (as discussed below), so that a direct identification of the optical 

pumping frequency corresponding to the narrowest bandgap in the MQW structure 

(i.e. 1.52eV in the GaAs quantum wells. Fig. 4.1) is possible.
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5.1.1 Primitive Optical Spectroscopy: Optimising the Wave

length

The main purpose of nptiral pumping la to selectively boost the NMR signal in the 

quantum wells (which contain much fewer nuclei) relative to other parts of tin' sample. 

To optimize OPNMR measurements in this respect, it is advantageous to perform 

“NMR-defecfed" «*pti**ai on each sample at a new* value of magnetic

Held prior to other measurements. This was usually done in a 'He bucket cryostat 

(with a better handling of high rf and light power) l>v changing tlie wavelength of 

laser light one step at a time, taking an OPNMR spectrum, and plotting the signal 

amplitude of thr quantum u*U prak versus the laser wavelength.

Figure 5.3 shows the data acquired this wav wit h the left-circularly polarized 

light few the two samples in a 12T Held4 No optically pumped quantum well signal 

is observed liekiw 1.523eV (i.e. above NUnm). although some pumping does take 

place at those wravelengths in a much thicker ( JaAs sulistrate. Tlie NMR signal 

of the sulistrate. however, is not shifted to tlie right (e.g.. the dominant peaks m 

Fig. 5.l(b.c)) by tlie coupling to tlie unpaired spins of the two-dimensional electron 

system (2DES). which makes it possible to distinguish the absorption in tlie quantum 

well from that elsewhere in the sample.

Finally, we should mention the difference between the LCP and RCP light as 

possible sources of optical pumping* At high magnetic Helds tlie degeneracy in 

the valence and conduction ImukIs is lifted [47]; thus pumping with the LCP (or 

RCP) light links the sub-bands corresponding to different spin states. Due to these 

♦The pirture is MMnewhat didefent at ham  ftetds. e.g. at 4 T  the absorpckm edge is shifted ta il 

to SI7nm.

♦in our convent km. the light is assumed to propagate along the direction of magnetic IWd fi* * .

i.e. down, if the magnetic Held Is pointing down (as in our set-up), or up. if the held is up (as in the 

earlier experiments [9. 36). that used a cryostat with optical windows in the bottom).
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Figure 5.3: OPNMR signal amplitude at the quantum well peak frequency as a 
function of laner wavelength, sltowti for samples 40W and IQW at 12T  (155.93 MHx). 
A quantum well absorption edge at 1.525 rV ran be seen in berth sample* (compare 
to the band diagram in Fig. 4.1). Line* are to guide the eye.
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circumstances. optical pumping with the LCP light lead* to stronger NMR signals 

compared to the RCP light.

5.2 A “Motionally Narrowed” Interpretation of 

the OPNMR Line Shape

In tlus section a detailed model for the OPNMR line shape will tie proposed. A 

key underlying assumption of “motional narrowing" will tie defined in terms of basic 

nuclear and electron length- ami time-scales at these low temperatures.

A tvpKnl r,C!a OPNMR emission spectrum*, shown in Figure 5.4 (solid line), 

exhibits two peaks: one (latielcd “\V". usunllv asymmetrically shaped) that arises 

from nuclei in the GoAs quantum arils, and the other (labeled "B". more symmetric) 

which can lie oscrtlied to nuclei hi the Ala |Goo»As barriers (26. 27. 48. 4U|. The Fermi 

contact hyperfine interaction between the unpaired electron spins S; of the 2DES and 

the nuclear spins !, located in the quantum wells is described bv tlie vied run-nuclear " 

term H, „ in tlie total spin Hamiltonian:

K  » = “ % ^ ^ i ,S ,A ( R , - r , ) .  (5.3)
• i

where % and are the gvromagtietic ratios for electrons and nuclei located at po

sitions r, ami R, respect ively. ami the delta-fund ion picks out only those electrons7 

that have a non-rero overlap with a given nucleus i. This coupling to the electron 

spins of 2DES shifts the quantum well 7lGa OPNMR peak ( “W" in Fig. 5.4) down 

in frequency from the barrier ( B") peak by A\*. which we define to lie the Knight

'For convenience. we are going to pka m M w  spectra upright from this point forward.

TIn GaAs. as in many metals, ejectroos in the conduction band have predominantly 3 -like wave 

functions.
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Figure 5.4: Interpretation of the OPNMR sport rum whon motional narrowing w 
present: <» 71 Ga emission spectrum (solid lino) of Munplc 10W. t«kon at 0-36.8* 
and T “  1.5 K. in flu* “  12T (155.93MHz): tho fit (dashed lino, see Equation 5.4) 
is obtained bv broadening tho intrinsic lino shape (shaded region) with a 3.5 kHz 
FWHM Gaussian. Empirically. A '** -  A*,+ 1.1 x [ 1 -  exp ( -  A ',/2 0 )) (all in kHz).
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sh ift* [6. 50).

The well peak, shown in Figure 5.4. is not a simple Gaussian, hut has an asym

metric intrinsic9 structure due to the following two factors: first, the quantum con

finement within the well causes the electron probability density (Fig. 5.5(b)) to van’ 

across its width a* as /ifc'isacos^farr'/M'). for |:'|<u72 [51. 52): and second, the opti

cal pumping preferentially polarizes nuclei in tlie electron-rich center of the quantum 

well more"* than it does in the electron-poor regions near the t>arners (Fig. 5.5(d)). 

Taking these two effects into account, the intrinsic line shape (Fig. 5.4. shaded region)

mav Ih* represented ha- tlie sum of tlie quantum well signal y ~ /)•  shown m

Fig. 5.5(e). and «i* (̂0) for tin* unhroadcued laurier signal. Tpon further convolution 

of tlus intrinsic line dutpe with a 3 5 kHz FWHM Gaussian" <;(/) for the uuclear 

dipolar broadening, wc obtain tlie following two-parameter fit (Fig. 5.4. dashed line):

<al

iif) - /  . i r n f - r \ ........ |V"
Ai f A cim -  /

Tlie first parameter <u is the amplitude of tlie lairrwr signal, which grows during 

rL as the opticailv pumped nuclear magnetizatkm diffuses out of tlie quantum well. 

The second parameter extracted from the fit is the hyperfine shift for nuclei in the

‘ Although "f similar nature as in metals. K nut hi shift in semiconductor hetertart ruct ures ts several 

orders of magnitude smaller and has an opposite sign li e - I ' t  at room temperature in metals vs 

•~0 QI% at I K in our samples) due to a much haver density of unpaired electron spins combined 

with difference* in the effective electronic (* -factor (the latter a A rti the average electron spin 

polarisation, but not A‘« produced by a given electron).

*ln  this Chapter. we use the word “Intrinsic' to desrtibe Hfret* that would be observed ill the

absence at dipolar broadening (see section 5 1)

'"In  simulation*, we used nuclear polarisation of the form (I)( r') a p x( x'). and hiund an exponent

X = I to be consistent with all of our data. Thus </)(a') a jHr') a / ( : ' )

"An expertmeotaily observed ^10% increase in the dipolar Unewtdth due to cooi-down from room 

temperature was taken here into account.
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(a)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

W . V . ' l '  V' ' \ v , \V .V A  rUA« ,V ,\W #V. ,v ,\
‘ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *\ \ \ \ % \ \ % \ \ \ \ \ \ %

(b)

0 -

0 -
Signal intensityw/2

• w/2 w/20

Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic of the quantum wpII structure ami (b) the corresponding 
electron probability density p(:') plotted along the growth direct km Within our
model, both (c) the local .shift of NMR frequency and (d) the local optically pumped 
nuclear spin polarization are proportional to p{:'). Shown in (c) are two equally 
wide frequency interval* i t and i j . which map onto unequal rrjpon* along with 
the corresponding NMR signal intensities represented in (d) by areas at and a*. The 
distribution of NMR signal in the frequency domain (i.e. the “intrinsic spectrum”) is 
thus plotted in (e) for the range of frequency shifts |A /| from 0 to h\im
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miter of the well1’2:

K*m = V ^  (4 5 ±  0.2) x 10 '• [kHzcmJ] . (5.5)

where P is the electron spin polarization. which w defined in term* of spin-up and 

spin-down electron densities as:

p = nt I (5.6)
n» + n.

*

Thus, fits to OPNMR spectra provide a direct measure of the electron spin polariza

tion P in tlie quantum well

Finally, an important remark concrnmiK the interplay of the electron and nuclear 

length scales over the time «>f a typical NMR measurement nce<i* to lie made For 

the samples used, tlie average inter-electron separation is ~ 300 A. and the magnetic 

length /# -  ( hr / r B t )* 1 (which can lie thought of as a radius of the electron's 

smallest cyclotron orbit ) is —til) A. Both of these length scales are much greater than 

the average utter-nuclear distance of —4 A.

This said, it must lie realized that if tin* electron spins were localized on the time 

scale of our NMR measurement (nuclei probe their environment for — I (Mips liefore 

they dephase), we would not get tin* line sltapc described above. Rather, the nuclei 

that are within regions of higher electron detisitv will experience a larger hvperfine 

field compared to tin* nuclei outside of such regions. If the spread in the local electron 

densities tn /n  exceeds /'rwttM/A.xmi ‘*■0.3. such localization will lie observed in the 

OPNMR spectra as an in homogeneous broadening of the well line sha|ie.

As long as tlie spectrum is well described by our fit (Eq. 5.4). the electron spins 

must be deloraltsrd, so that their motion along the quantum well over the — 100p* 

NMR time srale averages out their local density fluctuations to km than 30%. We 

will say tliat tlie “motional narrowing'* [6] of the line shape occurs in such case.

IJThe 4.4% mac comes from a I t  to the K*s(e«|.l: T —Q) data on three samples ( 10W. 40W . 

and a sample studied in j26j). Fbr individual samples. sraling is known to better than 3%.
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5.3 Skyrmion Peak at i/= l : Measurements of 

Electron Density

Using the* Swedish rotator, we could vary the angle 0 (-6 IF  <0  < GO®) between
^  m3the sample's growth axis :# and tlie applied held B,,* tn situ, thus changing tlie filling 

factor v ilefinesl as:
«„ = _  = --------  . (;j , j

ri4  rthf* cosw

where n is the number of electrons per unit area in each quantum well ami is the 

two-dimensional density of the magnetic Hux quanta, produced in each quantum well 

bv tlie perpendicular component of magnetic field B . -  B%*i'tm0

Figure 5.6 shows our Kmglit shift measurementsIJ in the two samples near v -  1 

The excellent agreement In* tween positive 0 (squares) ami negative 0 (circle's) data 

points is consistent with tlie rotator accuracy of ±0.1" ami was used to calilirate 

the rotator offset for each sample14 We infer the densities n for each sample from 

these measurements, assuming that hs(0) curve peaks exactly at i/«= 1 Hie obtaim'd 

density values, also listed in Table 1.1, are:

h«ow = b.09 * nil * ami riiow — 7.75 * ID10 cm ; . (5.M)

consistent with low-field magnetotransport characterization of the wafers. These val

ues are very robust, as the four independent runs shown in Figure 5.6 few sample 4G\V 

reproduce n to within ±0.5%.

Note that the sharp peak in K*  at I is quite similar to the “skyrmion feature"

previously observed [26] in a higher density sample at stronger magnetic fields. The

’’The magnetic Held was lowered frtan its usual 1ST value to rearh this (Wing factor

14 A small roost ant rocrectkai (has than I* ) to the rotator readings was needed after nch change 

of sample and/or rryostat to compensate for misalignments of di&rrrnt parts involved in postttooiag 

the sample with respect to the Held.

63
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Figure 5.6: data, measured near at 7** 1.5 K; (a) samples 40W (filled
ami rromed symbol*. three separate run*) and 10VV (open symbols) at Bu**3.6263 T; 
(b) sample 40W at fiu* *  3.2569 T. Everywhere, round and square symbols denote 
data taken at negative and positive value* of 6. The densities inferred from these 
measurements are: u«jw *6.69 * 10*°enr* and H|ow *7.75 x 1010cm *
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sixe15 of the skyrmion (anti-skyrmion) ran hr parametrised by thr number 5 (.4) 

of additional spin Hips roused l«y introducing a unit of ncgativc (punitive) charge to 

the system These number* ran lie extracted from tlie slope of Kg{H  on either side 

of i/=  1. As inferred frotn Figure 5.6. tlie values $  = A = .11 (for BUA -  3.5T) are 

slightlv larger compared to (26) (S = A  = 2.6 for TT). in qualitative agreement

with the change in tlie ratio of Zeeman and Coulomb energy scales E / /  Ef . where 

Eg = R*Phflu* and £>- = r i /r In [18. 19j. However, a quantitative comparison to the 

skyrmion model will require data l»elow 15 Kelvin at these low field*. since Pit*— I ) 

in Figure 5.6 is only1* — (l i*. which is lielow tlie expec ted low-temperature saturation 

value of P{»= l.T  —*0) = 1.

5.4 Knight Shift Data in the Vicinity of i/=r,

5.4.1 Temperature Dependence KS{T) at u=\

l'sing the electron densities calculated in Eq. 5.8. we could tilt each sample by 

the angle 0 necessary to achieve i/ao| ill BXuA = 12Tesla. For the two samples ( IdVV 

and 10\V. respectively). we used tin* following values of 0. calculated from Eq. 5.7

0«iw ■ 46.4* and 0|ow ■ J6.8* (5.9)

Figure 5.7 shows ,lGa OPNMR spectra (solid lines) of sample 10W over a range

of temperatures at v *  A. To resolve the Knight shift Kg better at high temperatures.

the amplitude of the barrier signal was suppressed few small Kg spectra liy using short

(— 10s) optical pumping times rL.

,sln this Chapter. me use the ctievetitkai adopted in [4*>|. that £  -  A = 0 in the non-interacting 

lim it, instead at the earlier definition j26|. 5 * 4 * l . i #  the same lim it

'*S*e Table 5.1 lor the data on full spin polarisation in these samph*.
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Finure 5.7: 71 Gu OPNMR spectra (solid lines) of sample 10W at token at
0 *3 6 .8 * in f i i*  *  12T  (155.93 M Hz) as a function of temperature. Note, that at 
small Knight shifts (high temperatures) the barrier signal was suppressed by using 
short optical pumping times. The fits to the spectra (dashed lines) are made assuming 
the motiooally-narrowed Une shape (Equation S.4).
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The evolution of spectra shown in Figure 5.7 demonstrates how the "fractional 

quant urn Hall frrromagliet" is being thermally quenched an its temperature increases 

from tlie lowest point that can lie obtained in our *Hc system (bottom trace. 0.29 K) 

towards the highest temperature where OPNMR signal is still detectable from this 

sample (top trace. — 12K). by which the Knight shift is only 99f of its maximal 

value). Bv all standard*, this is a very fragile "ferminagnrt". since a temperature of 

only 3K (approximately equal to the Zeeman temperature Eg/kit) is high enough to 

reduce its polarization by half.

It should also lie noted, that all spectra in Figure 5.7 are well descrilied bv fits 

(dashed lines) of tlie form given in Fq. 5.4. which implies that over the time M ale of the 

NMR measurement tlie motional narrowing makes the local electron spin polarization 

Pww uniform evervwherc in tlie plane of tlie quantum wells. In other words, although 

some thermally excited reversed spins are definitely present in the svsteni (as seen 

front its depolarization) alxive one Kelvin at they move along tlie quantum well* 

fast enough to cover ail 7>Ga sites (for a given of course) equally on the time scale 

of — 100/4*.

Many more spectra were taken at i / * |  in both samples as a function of tem

pera! ure, as Figure 5.8 shows. Two different symbols (squares ami triangles) are 

used for the 40VV data which correspond to the independent cool-downs from room 

temperature'7, which demonstrates the reproducibility of tlie data.

The inset in Figure 5.8 shows that at low temperatures the Knight shift saturates 

for both samples, as seen previously [26] in a highcr-density sample at i/» l. The 

saturation values are marked by the dashed lines in Fig. 5.8 and can tie found in 

Table 5.1.

hi Figure 5.9 we plot the corresponding temperature dependence of the electron

IT!n the 10W data art. squares and triangles show the data separated by a warm up to about 

IQOK. that was necessary to cfcaaf* *H r drwars.
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Tamparatura (K)

Tamparatura (K)

Figure 5.8: Knight shift dependence mi temperature. measured for sample* 10VV 
(open symbols) and 4QW (Riled symbols) at (with 0M *  12Tesla, daw "46.4*. 
and 9,ow- 36.»*). Insets show the saturation regions. For both data sets, squares and 
triangles denote data taken on different roohdowtw.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependence of the electron spin polarization V for samples 
10W (open circles) and 40W (Riled circles), obtained Rum the Ks(T) data (Fig. 
5.8) at (with Su* ”  12T. 0«nv>b46.4*. and 0iow*d6.8*). The dashed line is 
P*{T)m lmh(Eg/4knT). The inset shows the saturation region (note the error bar).
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Table 5.1: Saturated low-temperature value* of K<t{T) and related parameter* for the 
two samples.

Saturated Sat. intrinsic Saturation
Knight shift Knight shift tetnperat ure
/v < (r-0 ) A 'w r - o )

Sample
t'kHzi (kHz) (K)

40W 9.03 10.12 0.4U

10\V 11.79 12.88 0.77

spin polarization P obtained from the Knight shift data (Fig. 5.8) bv using

P(i/= 1 T) = ,P J(J.
'  ' 1 KsM ( T - 0 ) '  1,111

where the saturated Ksm(T —0) values for each sample are given in Table 5.1. Here 

the intrinsic Knight shifts h ' ^ ( T )  were extracted from their corresponding apparent 

peak-to-peak Av>■(/') values using an empirical relationship:

Av.sii* ® Ns + 1 1 * 1 1 -  cxp( -  A.s/2.0) ] (all in kHz) (5.11)

The resulting polarization curves P(T) are almost slentical for the two samples 

(Fig. 5.9). although they were obtained with quite different tilt angles and electron 

densities. The subtle differences that remain may be due to the slightly higher spin 

stiffness [53] expected for sample 10W as compared to 40 W

The electron spin polarization P( */-■], T) data in Figure 5.9 probe the neutral 

spin-flip excitations of a fractional quantum Hall ferrotnagnet. For comparison, tlie 

dashed line is the polarization P*(T), calculated for non-interacting electrons at o « l.
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using:

P * ( D -  t iu ih -^ -  . (5.12)
4 kt,T

where tin’ Zeeman energy in Eg = g'prtflt..* for the magnetic held fltu< = 12T iukI the 

bulk value of electron g-factor for GaAs is g‘ = -0.44. Doth V{v—\. T) measured 

earlier [26. 29] and P ( ^ \ . T )  reported here saturate at higher temperatures than 

P*lT). although tlie data at i'= ! lie much closer to this P*{T) limit.

Fitting tanhlA/4knT)  to the saturation region of our P(T) data results in the 

value of A=s2£* at i' ~ . as opposed to A «  U)Eg at u— 1 [26]. so that the Zeeman 

gap appears to tie much less enhanced at v— j than it is at v— 1 We also mite that 

the 40W data set is verv well dest*ribed Ia* A -  1 H‘2Eg (the curve is not shown in 

Fig. 5.9) over the mtirr  temperature range, m sharp contrast to tlie lieliavior at v—1 

These result* are consistent with tin* spin stiffness being much less at u -  1 nuniHiml 

to i/~ 1 [53], While a recent numerical result [54| is in qualitative agreement with the 

tlata in Figure 5.9. it remains to lie seen how other theoretical approaches, such as 

those used at i/*  1 [32. 33. 34|. can be modified to explain tlie above features of the 

data.

5.4.2 Charged Quasiparticles: Kg( )̂ Data around

The Knight shift was also measured at fixed temperature as a function of sample 

tilt angle 8. in the total magnetic fiekl of flu* ■ 12T. Figure 5.10(a) shows A\*(H de

pendence near v * } for sample 10W at T « 0.77 K. and for sample 40W at T  *0 4 6 K  

By these luw temperatures. K g (v * \ .T )  has essentially saturated for both samples 

(see inset in Fig. 5.8). The data in Figure 5.10(a) show that A\«(v) drops on either 

side of i/« f. a result that is reminiscent of a “Skyrmion peak” seen in the earlier 

measurements [26] near I ' - l

The Ks(v) feature near is distinctly “sharper” for sample 10W as opposed
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Figure 5.10: Dependence of the Knight tthift h\% mi the filliiije factor v at a fixed 
temperature, measured in: sample IQW at T «0.77 K (open circles *); sample 40W at 
T -0.46 K (filled circles*): samples 10\V and 40VV at T® 1.5 K (open and Hik'd dia- 
nionda). For samples 40W and lOVV. solid and dashed lines show the tilt-dependent 
effect of a paramagnetic rotation stage on the NMR frequencies, which had to be 
taken into account in order to obtain the Knight shift from the “W" peak frequency 
correctly.

* Same data is shown in (a) as in (b). but on a finer K*  scale.
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to sample 40W. This difference between the samples is not an artifact of the tem

peratures plotted, as Figure 5.10(b) shows that the distinction is already present 

bv T  = 1.5 K. In order to determine A'*(i/) self-consistently from the well peak posi

tions. we took into account tlie r i t rmttr  tilt-angle dependence of all NMR frequencies 

(Fig. 5.10(b), solid and dashed curves) caused )>y paramagnetic impurities in the brass 

rotation stage.

The Knight shift data shown in Figure 5.10(a) are converted to the corresponding 

electron spin polarization V  Ijv substituting an empirical expression for tlie intriusic 

Knight shift A '** (Eq 5.11) into:

P(H  s (5.i:i)
A  ( V  ~  j  )

The resulting P{u) dependence is plotted in Figure 5.11. It can lie seen that 

tin* electron spin polarization in liotli samples decreases as u is varied away from 

despite the presence of the 12 T field * Perhaps even more remarkably. P(i/) dcrrrast % 

monotonicallv as \> is lowered IM’low j over the observed range ( ~  ~ -30*3). This 

strongly suggests that the charged excitations (quasiparticles at v > * ami quasilioles 

at v < !) of tlie i ground state involve electron spin Hips, that lead to the nbsrrved 

partial depolarization of tlie 2DES.

A second, link*pendent ineasuretnetit supports this conclusion. Figure 5,13 in the 

next section shows a dramatic increase in the OPNMR linewidth as the filling factor 

is varied away from i/<* { (spectra of sample 10W at F *  0.46 K are shown). While the 

spectra at higher temperatures are ’’motional I y narrowed" [6|. the dramatic tiroad- 

etiing of the line shape at v< j. T *Q.5K provides evidence that the time-averaged 

local values of electron spin polarization P^„ are no longer spatially homogeneous. 

This inhomogrncity requires tlie existence of spin-reversed regions, that appear to 

move more slowly at low temperatures. Further details of these measurements will 

be discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.6 (also reported in publication (49)).
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of electron spin polarisation V on the tilling factor v at a 
fixed temperature, (a) sample 10W: P[T)  data at T «0.77 K (open circle*); the 
behavior of our model (Eq. 5.14) at v .* *  for: *4«»«5>>*U (dashed line). >(«0.085 and 
^■0.15 (solid line), and 1 (dash-dotted line), (b) Sample 40W: P{T)  data at
T «*0.46 K (tilled circles); tits of our model (Eq. 5.14. with to the data, resulting 
in .4■•0.053 and «$*0.10 (solid line).
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To quantify the rate of depolarisation in Figure 5.11. we extend a simple model 

previously used [26j near i/= l. Our model parametrises the effect of interaction* in 

the neighborhood of a ferromagnetic filling factor va< 1 We assume that adding a 

quasiparticle (or quasihole) to the ground state causes «J> (or A) electron spins to Hip. 

Within this model, the electron spin polarisation is:

P(»\ = 1 + 2 ( -  -  — -  A W v - - v \ ) .  (5.1-1)
' V ’  ' '

where the Heavvsule step function is H (j) = { 1 for x > 0: ami t) for r  < 0 } This 

form is simply a pair of straight lines m the (V . \ jv )  plane, corresponding to the 

constant amount of spin reversal per each new quasiparticle (quasihole) added. I ’sing

Eq. (5.14) to fit the data near k,= -, (Fig. 5.11. solid lines), we find:

Sample U)W A  = 0.085 ± 0005. S = 0.15 ± 0.(M;

Sample 40W A  » 0.053 ± 0.008. *  0 10 ± 0.03 (5 15)

For comparison, the earliest theory (3. 4) of the v — * ground state assumed fully 

spin-polarized quasipartkles and quasiholes, i.e.. *S=^4=0 (Fig. 5.11, dashed line) 

Subsequent calculation* [5j considered the possibility of spin-reversed quasipart kies 

ami quasiholes, i.e.. S~A — 1 (Fig.5.11. dash-dotted line). However, lioth the earlv 

calculations ami the more retent theoretical studies (55. 56) of skyrnuoti excitation* 

near */«* suggest for strong magnetic fields. On the other hand, our small

but non-xero values are within tlie bounds set by transport measurement* at ambient 

(57) and high [58] pressures.

A much more difficult feature to understand is the fact that our measured values 

are fractional b$-'-*4-'-Q,l). since the electron spin (St ) must be a good quantum 

number (5). Of course, our experiment does not have the resolution to see the effect 

of adding a single quasi particle to the j  ground state, thus these values for £  ami 

A  are the average numbers of flipped spins per quasi particle and quasihole.
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Nevertheless. Equation 5.14. which assumes that ai) quasihole* (or quasi particles) 

behave in exactly the same wav1*, does a remarkably good job fitting our tlata over the 

range of filling factors (0.23 < v < 0.36). This model is expected to break down outside 

the “dilute" quasiparticle limit (i.e.. when the filling factor gets “too far" from 1/3). 

since our fitting parameters $  and A  are independent of u Surprisingly, tlie above 

fit actually passes through i'=2/7  without modification. High field, low-teinperature 

(T = 300 mK) magnetotransport measurements |3N. 59| on samples taken from the 

same wafer as 10\V show much more structure, with well-<k*veloped pt t  minima at 

v — 1/3. 2/5. 2/7. and 1/5.

The possible explanations of these values («£ —.4 —0.1) an* constrained by many 

different aspects of the data. For example, motional namiwmg of the NMR lineshape 

at higher temperatures requires that the tline-averaged electron spin poianzatKill to 

Im* spatially uniform for all u Kurthermore. the values of <5 and A  do not appear 

to change from T*0.5K  to 7~ ~ 15 K. although we do olwrrve an — ?d)‘X drop m the 

overall spin polarization.

5.5 Broadening of the OPNMR Lineshape at v  < \

In all of tlie measurements reported so far. tlie OPNMR spectra were well described 

by the dashed line fits of Eq. 5.4. generated within tlie model which was introduced 

in section 5.2. The central assumption of this model is that the electron spins are

'M e on average. each additional quaaipartirle or quasiboir leads to the sans* (firactional) amount 

of spin reversal, regardless of how many excitations have already been added to the system. It can 

be said that these are “two-tatefacting* charged excitations. stare their average (fractional) spin 

does not apparently depend on their density.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature dependence of the 7>Ga OPNMR spectra of sample 10W 
(solid lines) at y * 0.267 (5 *0 *). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
well resonance “W" is shown. Note, that as the temperature is lowered, the "W~ peak 
is broadening beyond the ~motionally narrowed" interpretation (dashed line fits of 
Eq. 5.4). and then is narrowing somewhat again at still lower temperatures (compare 
the width of “W” peak at 0.31 K to that at 0.45 K).
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Figure 5.13: 71 Ga OPNMR spectra (solid lines) of sample 10W at T**0.46K. for 
0.267 < v < 1/3 (0* < 9 < 36.8*). Note, that as the filling factor v approaches 1/3, the 
spectra converge towards the “moCionaUv narrowed” line shape (daahed lines), given 
by Eq. 5.4.
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dc localized along the well, such that the local values19 of (5 ,(p. T)) appear spatially 

homogeneous, when averaged over the NMR time scale30 of ^40ps. In this limit, 

the delocalixation of electron spins in the low density31 2DES produces a “motional 

narrowing’' of tin* OPNMR line shape.

However, as can lie seen in Figure 5.12. our low*temperature measurements at 

i'=0.267 show a crossover to somewhat more complicated line shapes. Alt hough the 

spectra are in reasonable agreement with our model above 1 K. the width of the “\V~ 

peak increases dramatically os tlie temperature is lowered to T =0.45 K and then de

creases again upon further kiwering to T =0 31 K This remarkable non-monotouic 

temperature dependence is reminiscent of the liehavmr seen in NMR studies of sys

tems h i  which spectra are sensitive to dynamical processes [45]. variously referred 

to in the literature as “motional narrowing.' “dvtiamical averaging.’’ or “chemical 

exchange' [6. tiO. tilj.

In our experiment. the ‘ ’Ga nuclei are rigidly fixed in tlie lattice of a single crystal, 

which suggests that the variation in the line shape shown in Figure 5.12 is a signature 

of electron spin localization. Being temperature-induced, such kicalization turns off 

the “motional narrowing’’ of the well resonance as tlie sample containing the 2DES 

is cooled bekiw I K.

Figure 5.13 shows that the extra broadening of the well resonance disappears as 

the sample is tilted from 0|ow *0 * 0.267) to 36.8* (n=* 1/3). despite a 10*X in*

'’ Here i  Is I hr direction of the laboratory magnetic Held & * . along which the elect mo spin 

operator 5 , is quantised

"For nuclei in the center of the quantum well, local values of the electron spin polarisation 

P can fluctuate between I and - 1, resulting in the corresponding NMR frequency variation* of 

tA'sas Thus the NM R time scale which separates hut and slow fluctuations is approximately 

(2AVtalr , w4Qpa.

“ There is apprmcimatety one electron per IC f nuclei the quantum well.
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create in the dipolar broadening23 (compare to similar variation at room temperature, 

described by Eq. 5.1). Furthermore, there is a striking correspondence between the 

decrease in the Unewidth. plotted in Figure 5.14 (open symbols), and the increase 

in the measured Knight shift A’* (filled symbols) as the filling fartor v approaches 

1/3. This anticorrrlation strongly suggests that the behavior shown in Figures 5.12 

through 5.14 is due to electron spin dynamics.

For a quantitative understanding of these phenomena, we must consider the spe

cific assumptions that lead to tlie motionallv narrowed line shape Nuclei within the 

quantum well couple to the electron spins of the 2DES through the isotropic Fermi 

contact interaction (6. 9. 26. 27. 48) Thus a nucleus at site RJ experiences a hyperfiue 

magnetic Held:

. is . ig i

where is tlie Bohr magneton. S; is tlie spin of electron j .  tlie summation runs 

over all of tlie conduction electrons within the quantum well, and tlie <lelta function 

guarantees the overlap of tlie elect mu wave function with tlie nucleus located at 

RJ (compare Equation 5.16 above to tlie “electron-nuclear” Hamiltonian mentioned 

earlier in section 5.2. Equation 5.3). Tlie average projection of the hyperfine field B*. 

produced by the electron spins, along the laboratory field flu* may lie written quite 

generally as:

<B'(R>.r)) .  j \ ( 2 ; ) | ' p ( R > r )  <s.i7»

Here0 , tlie probability density of finding electrons at a 7lGa site i has been factored 

into a term j7lu(0)|* with the periodicity of the lattice and terms ix(Z{)j 0(XJ.Y|)|

23 The n As nearest-neighbors uf the T,Ca nuclei s ir at the 'm ack angle'* [6lj when f|«w  ” 0* 

“ In this di*rlasion we write the electronic rourdinates as (r . y. i )  h i the laboratory frame (where 

^ailli*). or as (x'. y7, r') in the sample frame (where z' » the growth direct km) Similarly, nuclear 

coordinates are represented hy (.V. V'. Z) and {X'. Y'. Z*) in those two frames.
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which vary slowly over a unit cell [50].

In Equation 5.17. P(RJ.t'.T) is the local spin polarisation*4 (-1 < P < 1 ) of the 

electrons at R(. If we assume that electrons are detocalized along the quantum well, 

then tlie time-averaged values of |o|J and P should be spatially homogeneous. In this 

limit, the local hyperfine frequency shift /  (taken to have the sign of P) is a function 

of only

/ ( ; ')  = -^ (^ ( r '. i/ . r ) )« A V M a C o s J( —  ) (5.18)
2n v «• '

(see Figure 5.5(c)). and the general expression for tlie intrinsic well signal intensity 

(such as shown in Fig. 5.5(e)) can lie written as:

-  L  / ‘W ' /.< •-'»*■**»*(/ -  /(-*')) (•> 19)
N «vU»

where (T1/ s(:')) is tlie local spin expectation value for nC!a nuclei, is their

number per unit volume. the summation is ovrr the uuiuImt of wells N-wells. iuid the 

integral is over tlie volume of each well.

We further assume that the quantum wells are identical, and that tlie optical 

pumping gives rise to a nuclear polarization that varies across each quantum well (see 

Fig. 5.5(d)) as the first power of /( : ') . Taken together. these assumptions lead to the 

intrinsic OPNMR well line shape of the form lwm (f )  m y'Z/i A’sas -  / )  (shown in 

Fig. 5.5(e)). which was used in all “mottonally narrowed" dashed line fits (see Figures 

5.4. 5.7. 5.12. and 5.13) of Equation 5.4.

The observed broadening of the well line shape beyond the “mottonally narrowed" 

limit implies that the time-averaged value of the product |0|3 P  becomes spatially 

inhoinogeneous. Although the 10<.Y'. V'')|a tenn could become inhomogeneous if a 

pinned Wigner crystal were to form, the corresponding increase in the quantum well

MAs defined in Eq. 5.6. P nut only change from - I  (all spins pointing down) to I (ail spins 

pointing up)
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1

-  12

-  11

-  10

Twnptraturt (K)

Figure 5.14: The temperature dependence of the Knight shift (filled symbob) Mid the 
linewidth (open symbob) for several filling factors 0.26? < v < 1/3 in sample 10W. 
Lilies are to guide the eye.
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line width (by orders of magnitude) and the concomitant drop in the peak intensity 

are not observed.

Ftothertnore. variations in charge density along the well (for example, arising from 

fluctuations in the dopant layer) do not appear to explain either the magnitude of 

the effect* or the non-monotonic temperature dependence. On the other hand, the 

Kuiglit shift data show that the total spin polarization drops uiouotonically as the 

filling factor is lowered below u— allowing the local spin polarization P(RJ) to lie 

spatially inhomogeneous at v < I, Thus we conclude that localization of spin-reversed 

regions is responsible for the lieliavior shown in Figures 5.12 to 5.14.

5.6 Break-Down of Motional Narrowing

The tune scale of the spin localization mav be inferred l>v simulating the observed 

line shapes.

We propose a simple bipolar i i k m Ic I .  which illustrates the effect For every nuclear 

site (.V'. >*/) along the plane of the well the local electron spin polarization P is 

assumed to lie either completely “up" (P . = 1) or partially “down” (V = -0.15). 

This simulation corresponds to the case of partinllv depolarized regions that move 

around along the quantum well through a fully polarized background. The speed of 

such motion can lie modeled In' introducing a time scale over which a given nucleus can 

become exposed to either a depolarized region or the fully polarized background. In 

our simulation, we introduce a characteristic “jump time” interval r,. After earh such 

time interval, the local polarization at each site instantaneously (and independently 

from other sites) takes on either the P . or P. value with the corresponding probability

*ln timuialkxis. we found that an unreasonably large FWHM uf 1SK is required for a Gaussian 

distribution at eiectruu densities along the wU to explain the maximum NMR tinesridth observed 

at *«0.267
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pt or (1 ). An a result. at all times the ratio of “up" to “down" sites on the average

- P . )

Within this model we proceed to calculate tin" OPNMR line shape for a given fixed 

value of Tr  The nuclear T,Ga system was represented by 7997 spins*, distributer) 

across the width tr of the quantum well from Z' = -u '/2  to Z' = tr/2 with the density 

proportional to cos^jrZ'/tr), consistent with tin* tendency of optical pumping to 

preferentially polarize nuclei near the center of the well (see Pig. 5.5(d)). Each "Ga 

spin » was assumed to precrss independently from others with its own time-dependent 

intrinsic frequency:

/,(() -  P,(0 A '^ cosj(xZ ;/ii-) . (5.20)

where *  12kHz (appropriate for sample HlW). and the time-depeiMlent P,(f)

aas randomly assigned the values of P. or P (with corresponding probabilities of

p . ami 1 -  p , ) for u given nucleus i at the beginning of each interval r r  Otherwise 

P,(0 was kept constant between the jumps. Equation 5.20 was then integrated few 

each nucleus to obtain its precession angle:

U,(0 = f  2itf,(!') d t ' . (5.21)«/*#

so that its contribution^7

M% =* .\/„exp(-111,(0) (5.22)

to the total free induction decay (FID) could be calculated. The resulting total intrin-

sic signal *  V , Mt(t) was then Fourier transformed to obtain the spectrum

ILm(f)  in the frequency domain, and finally convoluted with a 3.5 kHz Gaussian that

took into account the dipolar broadening.

"This number resulted (foot binning the nuclei in the frequency domain using the Intrinsic line 

shape' distribution (the /»  term in Eq. 5.4).

n Herr - i  a -y 'C f ahouki not be ronfusrd with the nuclear index i.
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T j -  0 .3 3  p t

3 -

FWHM

t  j  ■  5 0 0  m«

•510 •1 55 0 •10

Frequency thill (kHz)

Figure 5.15: Simulated OPNMR spectra, calculated until* a bipolar model of transi
tion from motional narrowing (high temperatures, faat r j  to the frozen limit (T — 0. 
long r ,). which may be compared to spectra in Fig. 5.12. In calculation*, A,\n* was 
set to 12 kHz for V  -  1. and the barrier was suppressed (a* » 0 in Eq. 5.4) for clarity.
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Figure 5.15 shows how the simulated OPNMR spectra depend upon the jump 

interval t j . for the casr of =0.85. The simulation in in reasonable agreement with 

the etirrespouding data from sample 10W (see Fig. 5.12). Wlien Tj is very fnxt. all 

nuclei nee tlie same time-averaged local polarisation, equal to the global polarization:

(PUm). = P. P. ♦ (» -  P. )P. =* (5.23)

Thun we get Ptu .i = 0.828 for pt =0 85. a cheek that our iikmIcI parameter* are 

consistent with the measured depolarizatkm at u = 0 275 At the other extreme of 

r, -» x  tlie uiotion is frozen out. and the well resonance is split into “up" and "ikiwn" 

lines, with areas proportional to p. and (1-p .). respectively (for example, see the 

r, = 500 p* trace in Fig. 5 15)

Even within this simple bipolar model, tin* inhoinogeneoiis broadening of the 

frozen line shape in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the wells (Eq. 5.18) 

leads to a non-trivial evolution of tlie spectrum in the intermediate mot ton regime 

(for example, a given value of r, might lie simultaneously “fast" for nuclei at tlie edge 

of the well and “slow" for nuclei in the center of tlie well, depending on tlie magnitude 

of the local Knight shifts). In tlie intermediate mot ion regime, the width of the “\V“ 

peak goes through a maximum when r,=  40ps. Although carving the parameters p. 

a im  I A‘32J (over the range relevant for samples I0VV and 40\V) does affect the extreme 

value of the width, the characteristic r,. at which this value occurs, is approximately 

t he same.

Based upon this simple model, the peaks m the line width at T**. ari).5K. shown 

in Figure 5.14. reflect the localization of reversed spins, such that they fail to cover 

the sample area uniformly over the time scale of -*• 40ps. The self-similar curves 

in Fig. 5.14 suggest that temperature /* , .  at which the linewklth goes through a 

maximum, is not a strong function of the filling factor (or. in other words, of the 

density of reversed spins) for v <  1/3. Note also that below 0.5 K. the measured
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Figure 5.16: The temperature dependence of the Knight shift (filled symbob) and the 
linewklth (open symbob) for (a) v » 1/3 and u *  0.365 in sample lOVV. and (b) filling 
factors 0.252 < v < 0.400 in sample 40 W Lines are to guide the eye.
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9 -
•4 - 0.267 
-? •  2/7 

0.313 
1/3

8 -

0.3 K
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1.5 K5 -

9 10 11 12

Knight shift (kHz)

Figure 5.17: Simultaneous evolution of tlie well linewklth awl Knight shift *» the 
temperature of sample 10W is varied from 1.5K (lower left) to 0.3K (upper right), 
for filling factors below 1/3. Same data as in Fig. 5.14. lines are to guide the eye.
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Ks(v<j )  increases toward as sw i in the model. However, even down to

the lowest temperatures of T=().3K. the spectra do not appear to matrh the frozen 

limit of our simulation*.

Surprisingly, as tlie filling factor is varied below v = 1/3. tlie observe*! tren*t* in tlie 

linewidth data (Figure 5.14} continue smoothly through witliout interruption,

as is also the rasr for the Knight shift data. It remains to lie reconciled with the fart 

that magnetotransport measurements on samples taken from the same wafer as 1()\V 

show much more structure, including weli-<leveloped minima in (H ) at u = 13.

2/5. 2/7. ami 1/5 at V -  0 3 K (3k. 59).

Figure 5. lti(a) allows additi*aial measurements of tlie linewidth for to  1/3 in sam

ple lOW. which are consistent with the above picture. Measurements in sample 40W 

for v< 1, 3 are also in qualitative agreement (Fig. 5.16(b)). with one important quan

titative ditfereiH'e: tlie temperature Tw. at winch the maximum in tin* line width is 

supposed to tHtur. appears to lie shifted lower, so that only the high temperature 

sale of that peak is otmerved down to the lowest temperatures of T =s0.3K. There »s 

a similar sample variation in the saturation temperature (see Table 5.1) of the spin 

polarization P at v — | . with T^w~0 77 K and T*fw *0.4(1 K

Tlie observed spectra contain more information titan our simple bipolar simulation 

lias revealed A more sophisticated model* might explain tlie nontrivial behavior 

shown in Figure 5.17 and should probably include:

(i) a detailed structure for the reverse*! spin regions presrnt below i/« l/3 :

^Unfortunately. the banter signal (which hi not included In the simulate*! spectra in Fig 115 fur 

rlahty) happens near the possible location of the split-olf peak (i.e. near ♦ 3 kH*). thus masking the 

efleet if such a peak exists at all. If. for example. i assumes a continuous range of values as 

opposed to only two (as was the case in our bipolar model), the second "peak" in the froaen limit 

can look like a trailing ta il of the main peak and not develop a maximum at all

*See. for example, reference (62). where some progress in this direction has been made.
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(ii) the 2D dynamics of these reversed spins; and

(iii) the effect* of thermally excited spin flips, since the observed is not that 

much greater than the 7i(com pare Figures 5.8 and 5.14).
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Chapter 6

Non-equilibrium Measurements of 

Electron Spin Relaxation

6.1 Detection of RF heating

Fur each of the measurements desert I >ed m Chapter 5, we applied a weak rf tipping 

pulse long after laser light wan turned off (see Fin. 4.G(a)), in order to pnds- rtfuiltbnutn 

properties of the 2DES. In additioii. interesting non-equilibrium dynamics of the 

elect mu spin system can he studied at low teuipernt ures by varying the parameters 

of the OPNMR experiment, with a number of remarkable results obtained at ‘

Chronologically, heating of the electron spin system tiv rf tipping pulses was first 

detected as an unfortunate circumstance that interfered with ««tr attempts to make 

equilibrium Knight shift (At*) measurements as a function of temperature. In prac

tice. the dependence of vnlties on rf pulse power at low temperatures combined 

with a “flaky" bistable pulse attenuator led to a mysterious irreproducibility of our 

data below 0.5 K.

To understand what could go wrong, we set out to measure the Knight shift as 

a function of all possible OPNMR parameters, such as laser power F\mm. optical

91
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pumping time rj,, dark time Tp.  and al»> the duration of the rf tipping pulse p̂uiar 

and it* magnetic field amplitude H\.

A a w l *lioiild 1m* said about measuring W, The rf voltage level V’rf in the main 

NMR cable was monitored on a Trktmnudigital oarilkwrope through a -40dB Bird 

directional coupler, ami the corresponding magnetic field produced l>v tlie NMR coil 

(Fig. 4 8(h)) was estimated' a* H\ = kV,( Tlie constant k ara* obtained using r,Ga 

Ui'NMR In a -a-jwrni.’ "f«. experiment’* [41]. which a series of spectra were m 

quired as a functioii of the pulse length r,„,w (as in Fig. li. 1(b)) for a given rf voltage 

level. The first maximum m the well signal intensity ocrurs at a value of that 

correspond* to tlie tipping angleJ

1 *rl r  ~ 71 (h i)
*  *

from which H\ for a given rf voltage level can lie eosilv worked out.

Figure ti. 1(a) shows a set of OPNMR spectra taken at V = 045K as a function 

of tlie pulse length at H\ — TlGauss, which exhibits a depression in the Knight shift 

for fp.frT > f»ps This effect exhibits a strong dependence on the rf field amplitude, 

as Figure h. 1(h) demonstrates: at H\ -  l.VJiG. only a small deviation of tlie well 

peak from its equililiritiin position is olwrrved ha- = 30 p* (dashed-dotted trace), 

although tlie corresponding tipping angle o = 108* is quite large compared to 38“ for 

rp*n* m 5ps at 33 Gauss. Conversely, at fields H\ > 33Gauss tlie Knight shift become*

'N ut*. that Wi n a M  nut he calculated directly from the known nx*n-temperature parameters 

»f the rutnponents used In our NMR probe, star* the inrideut rf vedtag* is amplified in the resonant 

impedanrw matched lank circuit by a large fartc*. which varies sridely as the circuit'* temperature 

and the dielectric constant of the helium liquid/ (as environment change during the ctad-dawn.

*A factor of |  here cornea from the fact that the linearly polarised Reid (f) = tH\ rua ( 2 * / . f ) = 

tiwp *■ *  J //| jjro * (2 jr /.f )  ♦ y s ta (2 */.f)j *  j / / |  [ic o s (2 */.» ) -  gain(2 *f j ) \ .  produced by

the roil, is decomposed into the left' and right-circularly polarised components, only one of which 

does the "tipping* of nuclei in the rotating frame j6|.
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Figure 6.1: T,Ga OPNMR spectra of sample 40W. acquired a I  0.230 (0=»Q) with 
a single rf tipping pulse of amplitude (a) Hi *  33 Gauss and (b) H\ *  15.5 Gauss at 
r -0 .4 5 K . The duration of the pulse is shown for each spectrum. Note that 
the spectra with similar values of tipping angle 9 «* have very different
Knight shift in cases (a) and (b). A vertical dashed line marks the frequency of the 
well peak in the limit of no rf heating.
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drprpjwptl at even smaller tipping angles. This drop in h's for largo H t is similar to 

the dorreasr in Ks that occurs in equilibrium as the sample temperature is raised, sn 

wo call this effect “rf heating" Ironically. rf heating lias made our efforts to improve 

tlie arcing threshold (section 4.3.3) virtually useless, at least as far as the equilibrium 

OPNMR measurements near and at v -  i are concerned.

6.2 Knight Shift Thermometry of the Electron 

Spin System

To summarize our observations thus far. we have found that OPNMR spectra can 

lie sensitive to a lincarlv polarized (perpendicular to l*>tli and B\,* ) rf magnetic 

Held of amplitude H\. produced at a frequency /„= 155.9.3MHz in tlie sample coil 

(Fig. 6.2(c). inset) during the NMR tipping pulse of length rpilhn., Measurements 

performed with weak pulses (i.e. Hi < 14Gauss and rr ,̂ _ < 20ps) yield an OPNMR 

line shape independent of the tipping pulse parameter* (Fig. 6.1). which justifies our 

use of H\ % 10Gauss and rr.lf— = 20 ps in the studies of rqnihhnitm states, reported 

in Chapter V

If stronger pulses air used at T cO.JiK. tlie measured Knight shift drops 

sharply below its equililirium value, even though tlie lattice temperature is unaffected 

la- tlie pulses4. We attribute this drop to an increase in the spin temperature 

above the lattice temperature T. where T^m characterizes the polarization of the 

electron spin system.

’ Experiments similar to those described in section 4.5 confirm that the sample temperature is 

not aflected by the multiple rf pulses (up to 60 over a 200ms interval) during the saturation train, 

wen when the highest achievable H\ levels are used.
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Figure 6.2: Top: T [ K s )  calibration curves lamed on tlie equilibrium K s ( T )  data 
for (h) sample 40VV and (b) sample 10\V. Error burn for Ks are sIkiwii. Bottom: 
The dependence of the effective electron spin temperature on the rf pulse length 
(Afi ^  14 Gaum) for (c) Min pie 40W and (d) sample lOVV. The intercept of the straight 
line fit was constrained to be the lattice temperature: T  *  0.31 K (filled circles 10W 
and 40W). T  *0 .4 2  K (open circles 40W). and T  *0 .44  K (open circles 10W). The 
inset shows the top (along f ) and the front (along the rotation axis) views of the 
grooved sapphire platform holding a sample in a 5-turn rf coil.
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To quantify thin phenomenon. we ran use the equilibrium h\s(T) (lata4, de

scribed in section 5.4.1 ami plotted ax T { K s )  it) Figure 6.2(a.b). to calibrate our 

non-equilibrium OPNMR line shape, which ran tie regarded as a “Knight shift ther

mometer" sensitive to the effective electron spin temperature T ^ n.

Figure 6.2(e.d) demonstrates the behavior of electron spiu temperature 7’̂ ,  (as 

inferred from tlie Knight shift data) for the two samples. In both rases. 7^* rises 

linearly above the lattice temperature T as the duration of the tipping pulse 

increases, for H \  — 14 G. Tins observable rise in T ^ n is sharply reduced as the 

lattice temperature is increased (compare the solid lines drawn through the 7 = 0.31 K 

data to tlie dashed lines, that correspond to tlie lattice temperatures of T -  0 12 K 

ami 0.44 K for tlie two samples), ami no deviations of the electron spin temperature 

T̂ tm from the lattice temperature /  are oheervabie for T >0.5K Tlie large error 

bars for short points arc priinanly due to the saturation of our “Knight shift 

thermometer" at low temperatures. Also note, that 71^ plotted m Fig. G.2(c.d) can 

lie up to a factor of 5 higher compared to the corresponding lattice temperature 1

6.3 Evidence for Establishment of a Common Elec

tron Spin Temperature

As Figure 6.3 (solid line) illustrates, the non-equilibrium spectra at i/«* 1 remain 

inotiouaily narrowed, ami appear indistinguishable from the corresponding equilib

rium spectra (dotted line), measured with a weak tipping pulse at a substantially

Mn vqutlibrium. « *ittgl* temperature characterise* all Mib-aystetna at (he aampie. i.e.

r  = r * .  =
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Figure 6.3: T,Ga OPNMR spectra of sample I0VV. acquired at u ■ * (6 *  £5.8*) using 
identical pumping conditions (laser power — lOttiW At A **811.5nm over rt » 90s. 
followed by r o *  4 0 a ). but quite different rf pulsr parameters and bath temperature: 
(jtolici line) 7b*i, » 0.45 K. H\ *  25.5 Gaum, « Spa (tipping angle being o *  30*): 
in contraat with (dotted line) 1.08 K. H\ *  8.5 Gaum, ** 20pa (n *  40s).
the latter corresponding to the "equilibrium" conditiona used to obtain K*(T)  data 
in Fig. 5.8. Remarkable agreement between these spectra provides evidence that the 
electron spins equilibrate at a common temperature r**»>7]Lik tnuch faster, and relax 
back to Tiwi, much slower compared to a typical NMR time scale of 100 ps.
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higher lattice temperature5

Thin*, the electron **|>iti system achieves its internal equilibrium shortly after thr 

tippiuK pulnr. just 1adore thr NMR ncquisition lx*glns ( h i* in shown schematically in 

Figure 6.4(a c)). so that our use of 7 ^ . in jtintiHiti [€ij. Thin can be easily understood, 

an any pussible variatioun in tlie local electron spin temperature over the area of thr 

sample would translate into the variations of local Knight shifts, which would in turn 

lead to an extra inhoinogeneoun tmmdenuiR of the OPNMR lii«e >!«*(*-. sotnc-thing 

that has item been olmerved.

However, our meanurements also show that the electron spins remain “hot" at 

a temperature > T  tliat should I a* rough I v *'*mst ant long after the rf tipping 

pulse is turned off (see Fig. 6 4{n.b)). otherwise an extra “dynainirar broadening 

of the OPNMR line shape would occur due to a temporal variation of Knight shift 

•luring tin’ NMR acquisition whkIow (Fig. 6.4(c)). Thin implies that the longitudinal 

electron spin-lattice relaxation time rIt > 100/<s. for the sample lattae temperature* 

tiekiw 0.5 K at v *  I .

6.4 Constraints on Possible Heating Mechanisms

The apparent heating depends strongly on tlie alternating field strength and stales 

on / / ’ . where the exponent in estimated to be 2 < q < 5. This rules out the coupling 

to the nuclear spin system an the heat sourre. since their tipping angle o scales on 

H\ * rpxbr (*n in Eq. 6.1). while the energy absorbed in a unit volume is given bv:

€n *  nnPn*>nhBu* { 1 -  coso ) (6.2)

JAt other lUUflg burton* (a*, for examplr. in Fig. (I t), bath equiUbrtuni and non-equilibrium 

spectra broaden at law temperatures due to lack of motional narrowing dtaruaaed in sections VS 

and S.8. However, even wtth this romptkstioa the “rf-heated" spectra appeared the some os tbeir 

equilibrium counterpart* measured at higher lattice temperatures.
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<•>

(b)

NMR signal (FID)

time

Figure 6.4: Possible behavior of the electron spin system during an OPNMR mea
surement: (a) initially spins are in equilibrium with the lattice and ’He bath 
(Tptm ■ Tbmk)' then an rf pulse (b) excites spin system, but it quickly equilibrates 
at its own temperature > T***. The spin temperature must lie fairly constant 
aver the NMR time scale (c). otherwise a broadening of OPNMR line shape would 
occur, which is not observed (Fig. 6.3). Note that prior to the rf pulse *He bath (and 
thus the spin system) is cooling slowly over the dark time rp after a laser pulse (d).
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100 CHAPTER 6. MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON SPIN RELAXATION

Hen* r»„ is the density of nuclei, and Pn is the local nuclear polarization. The ob

served rf hooting is clearly wry different. depending on H\. for quite similar values of 

a (compare Fig. G.l (a) ami (b)). It is this fact, that enabled us to avoid rf heating 

during our equilibrium measurements by turning down H\ and proportionateiv in

creasing which resulted in roughly constant tipping angles on the order of jt/2. 

and thus reasonable NMR signal intensity.

Another possible mechanism, ohmic heating by eddy currents, appears incon

sistent with tlie strong lattice temperature depcttdeucc of the effect6 Note that 

the dashed and solid lines corresponding to different lattice temperatures in Fig

ure 6.2(c.d) actually crtws each other, which thwarts auv attempts to explain this 

tiehavior In* heat ahsorption and/or thermal conductivity in certain parts of a bulk 

sample (e.g.. if no heating is observed at T >()..'». how can some part of the sample 

continue to heat up aliovc 1 K. while la*iug thermally anchored' to the rest of the 

sample at 7 ' 0 . 3  K ’ ) It appears that rf energy is easily alworlird bv the electron 

spins, but then takes a long time to escape this subsystem, as if the lattice decouples 

from tlie spins at low temperature*.

Our data therefore provides evidence for a direct coupling lietween tin* rf pulse 

and the spins in the 2DES. Tlie mechanism for this interaction in a clean svstetn 

is not known, because tlie applied rf photon energy* is well bckiw the electron spin

‘ It t* also inconsistent with thr strung W" «b*pendenre <if thr electron spin temperature, since 

any heating by eddy currents should result in -  1

rt'*lng iuw-teni per stun* specific heat |63| and thermal rundurtivlty jWj data lor bulk GaAs. we 

ran estimate the thermal relax at km time of the sample to be about 1ps (consistent with the speed 

of sound), too short to be observed in our OPNMR measurements.

•Our preliminary measurements also confirm this etfect at e ® I /2 . at the rf frequencies os low 

os 91.35 MH>. At that filling factor our "Knight shift thermometer’' works much better, as no 

saturation is observed in the K$(T) data |6&| down to 300mK
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resonance at ~74 GHx. Impurities in the hulk or edge state* may be playing a rule 

in this process.

6.5 An Upper Limit for Electron Spin Relaxation 

Time

The evolution of equilil>rium’> OPNMR spectra with the increasing <iark time rlt. 

such as shown in Figure 6.5. provide* an upper Im iuih I on the electron spin relaxation 

tune rlt. The measured spectra are essentially independent of r/> Itevond the Hrst 0.5* 

after the laser pulse is turned off. consistent with the time it take* for the laser-heated 

sample to equilibrate with the helium hath at 0.45K (see section 4.5).

Combining this olwervntuHi with tlie results of section 6.3. we arrive at tlie follow

ing estimate for tlie longitudinal electron spin relaxation time: 100p* < r,, < 500m*. 

for the lattice temperature T < 0.5 K at v =• 1/3. While this value of ru is at least a 

factor of KMX) longer than recent measurement* of the transverse relaxation time r* 

in bulk GaA* [66], it is consistent with a previous theoretical prediction [67] which 

assumed ciuiditions rather similar to our experiment.

Tlie experiments described in this Chapter can be further re fin e d  using a second 

indepemleiitly gated rf power source. That wav routing of tlie electron spin system can 

lie tracked directly liv applying an off-resonant pulse at a higher power level, followed 

after a variable tune bv another, weaker, tipping pulse at the NMR frequency 

/„. The resulting dependence of the electron spin temperature on will 

provide, for instance, an exact value for the kmgitudino! electron spin relaxation time 

fi,. Also, any contributions of the **Ga ami n A* nuclear systems can lie studied in 

detail by applying the first (heating) pulse at the corresponding resonant frequency.

'H w * "equilibrium' mram arquim l taring weak tipping palms.
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Figure 6.5: nG« OPNMR spectra acquired with sample 40\V at *  0.45 K. with 
the laser light ON during signal acquisition (the “Light on" spectrum) and with 
different dark times tp. The evolution of the line shape as a function of dark time 
shown here allows us to place an upper limit on the electron spin-lattice relaxation 
time ru. The dashed lines mark the barrier (at 0 kHz) and the equilibrium well peak 
frequencies: the spectra are offset from one another vertically for clarity.
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Chapter 7 

NMR Measurements in GaN 

Epitaxial Films

7.1 Introduction and Theory

Advances in GaAs technology have lead to thr development of low-cost and long- 

lived red/infra-mi dkxle lawn, with application* ranging from bar-ccxle scanner* 

to high-speed HImt optic* communication network*. While tlie shorter wavrlength 

of hlue/ultra-vHik*t semiconductor lasers would enahle higher infoniiation density 

l~  A ; ) on storage media (e.g.. compact disks) i i i k I h i  optoelectronic* application*, 

thr development of thi* technology luv* proved to lie quite challenging. Thr unique 

characteristics of mat canals used in blur lasers are interest inn to study from a latsir 

physics research perspective, which may lead to the eventual technological break

throughs that will enahle these blue lasers to take over.

Early attempts to develop a short-wavelength diode laser focused on ZnSe-based 

materials (see Figure 7.1). and after much effort the lifetime of a continuously run

ning laser was pushed beyond 100 hours, as reported by Taniguchi et al. (68| in 

1996. However, residual defects and the device degradation associated with them

103
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104 CHAPTER ?. GaN MEASUREMENTS

arc a severe limitation, which havt* not yet been overcome in devices using the It VI 

semiconductors.

Recently. attention ha* turned to In,Gat_,.N based devices. such as the blue and 

green LED's that were first produced by the Nichia Chemical Company in Japan. A 

iritical breakthrough was accomplished in early 1997. when Nakamura et al. demon

strated the first continuously operated deep blue nitride diode laser [69J. In contrast 

to ZnSe-based laser materials, the nitrides are verv robust even m tlie presence of 

high current densities, with excellent optical properties (e g. high quantum efficiency) 

that may lead to high-power blue and ultra-violet lasers

Despite significant recent progress m tin* dewlopment of Ga.N-based devices, many 

fiiiKlaiiiental issues concerning their material properties haw not yet Imvii resolved. 

For instance, currently available Ga.N epitaxial layers are grown on poorly matched 

sulwtratrs, and as a result possess a complex crystal defect him rustructure [7llj. where 

the extended state ilefect densities are of tlie order of typical r / r r f r o n  densities ill GaAs 

quantum wells. Tlie details of this uncruet ruct lire and tlie mechanisms that allow it 

to be compatible with tlie efficient light cmisstoi; 111 GaN lasers are still far from lieing 

clearly understood, especially from the point of view of lowering the threshold current 

density

Another issue of a fundamental importance for liiGa.X/Ga.N hetemst ruct ure design 

is the presence of large spontaneous and strain-induced macroscopic electric fiekls1. 

such as shown in Figure 7.2. which could lead to interesting modifications of the 

electron band structure near the interfaces in multi-layer compounds (71).

Finally, the low iniscibility of indium ill GaN under typical growth conditions

1 As opposed to arseuidvs. the nitrides pussiss s wurtxit* crystal structure with a kswer symmetry, 

which allows them to exhibit a pyneetertrk effect, tn addit ion, large pteweelecfrir roettrienta uf 

thr nitrides lead to significant strain-induced fields near defects and interfaces, that are of the same 

order of magnitude as the spontaneous pyro-electric fiekbc
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Figure 7.1: Bandgap • vs. - lattice constant diagram for wurtxite nitrides (top) and 
some ZnSe-based II-V I cubic semiconductors (bottom). along with possible substrate 
choices (after [73]). Solid lines show common alloy combinations.
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various sheet densities in a 50 A thick QW. Adapted from Fiorentini et al. [71).
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suxgests that Mgnifirnnt rexkins of pun* InN ran exist in a typical InGaN quantum 

well. In order to understand. control. ami make use of these unusual properties. it is 

crucial to develop im*w probes of the local structure in these miwl thin Hints [73j 

NMR is a powerful kxal probe of the electronic aixl structural propertiea of ma- 

teriala. For nuclear species with spins I  > J. such aa ''Ga. ®*Ga, ^Al. m In. or ,,J!n 

(are Table 4.2). the electric quadrupolr iihintent Q of the nucleus couples directly to 

electric tiehl gradient V E -- \„ j at the nuclear site* The corresponding contributkin 

to the Hamiltonian can lie expreaard (after diagonalizing V.,j) aa [(i. 45):

«g -  [*■•.•(3//. -  / ' )  + <V,, -  C ,,H /J  -  /J )| . (711

where the second term m tin* square brackets vanishes if \,%J » axially symmetric, 

which we further assume for simplk'itv. In the aliaence of >fq. all transitions lietween 

nuclear states correspomiinx to Am t *  ±1 are at the same frequency 

whereas a non-zero quadrupolc coupling will perturb the nuclear Hamiltonian

W. -  - - ..X ft ../, + 4/r|̂ l’,'| |  (3/|- -  l ‘ \ (7 21

In tvpK'al laboratory Hekla B\,* 10T the Hrst (Zeeman) term (kmiinates. so tliat we

can use perturbation tlieorv to calculate correctkms to the energy levels Em ami the 

air res pon« linn shifts in transition frequencies lietween Arri/ =» ±1 states. Assuming 

tliat the sainpk' symmetry axis (ahing which tlx* component V'.-c of the electrx- 

Held gradient is taken) is tilted liy anxle 0 with respect to the fdirectkm of maxnetk' 

Heki we obtain in the Hrst order:

£ .  -  + F "  -  + ~ ~ ~  jjn .J- / ( /  + D). (7.3)

In tlie case of haif-intexer nuclear spin, transit km frequencies can lie nicely lalieled 

by the avrraxe m-value of the states involved:

/» .« j  - c..j) - r  * c + ihw*1"  • *“■»)
JHew we use tensor notation: s jjfJgV'
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so that frequency /,o> of the central transition rn = - j —• | is not affected l»y the

It turns out that nxiAlIv symmetric wurtzite crystal structure of the nitrides does 

lead to huge microscopic electric Held gradients at each nuclear site due to the local

electric held gradient, can Ik* as large as several MM*, compared to a tvpnal dipolar 

lincwidth of few kHz. This enormous spectral resolution makes quadrupoie NMR 

spectroscopy an extremely sensitive prolw of the local crystalline orientation (eg. 

misalignments of the lattice in the vicmitv of defects) as well as a perfect tool to 

study relatively Weak electric field gradients due to piezt*- and pyro-electricity III 

InGaN /GaN heterostruct ures.

In addition. chemical shift of NMR lines can plav a role in idetitifving clusters of 

pure InN in InGaN quantum wells, provided optical pumping or some other method 

is used to (roost NMR sensitivity at these sulemicron sample sizes.

7.2 GaN Samples

Samples were kindly provided to us liy Dr. N o b le  Johnson and Dr. Dave Bour of 

Xenix PARC, along with x-ray and TEM data. The two GaN thin Him samples were 

Mt should be anted here that usually electron rhargr density at the nucleus is neglected (since 

typical Knight shift in a semiconductor is much smaller compared to the quadrupuie splitting), so 

that » V i  = 0. FWsn this it fallows that if cubic symmetry is assumed (V „  « V*n  *  V ,,).

the gradient and thus the quadrupuie coupling vanishes: Hq = 0. which is the case far crystalline 

(Wide in the arsenides, which have the Zincbirade crystal structure.
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sition* witli (m) = ±1. ±2. etc.. are shifted symmetrically above and below it:

arrangement of electrons in the unit cellJ Tin* resulting quadrupole splitting 

proportional to tlie tilt parameter i  = I - 3 cos*® and the magnitude V',v «>f the local
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MQCVD:

m„Ga1-xN

/ GaN Sapphire crystal (Al203)

0.5 mm

2*
growth direction

Samples:

y*

.x '

B

1 cm □
Figure 7.3: Schematic diagram of the YIOCVD layer structure. common to both GaN 
samples under study (top) ami their planar dimensions (bottom). Note, that the 
indium fraction x is different for the two samples (see Table 7.1).
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grown by MOCVD on a (0001)-sapphire substrate, anti contain 4 pin of GaN as a 

buffer layer under a 200 tun InGaN quantum well, see Table 7.1. One sample is Mg 

doped, the other is nominally undoped. The srhematic of this structure is shown in 

Figure 7.3 aloug with the planar dimensions for both samples.

Table 7.1 Dimensions and com posit iou data for the GaN samples.

Parameter (units) Sample A

■........  i

Sainpe B

Grower s ID niunlier B874 B870

Quantum Well width, ir (nm) 200 200
Quantum Well material lii'Gai ,N In,Ga, tN
QW indium fraction, x x=0.07 x=0 21

Buffer lam  width (pm) 4 4
Buffer layer material GaN GaN

Number of Quantum Wells 1 1

Substrate width (mm) 0.5 0.5
Substrate material AljO, (0001) AM)? (0001)

Two-dimensional a re a  (c i i i j ) 0 393 0.242

Total number of nuclei:

71 Ga 2.9*10" (0.34 mg) 1.8x10" (0.21 mg)
•G a 4.3x10" (0.50 mg) 2 7x10" (0.30mg)

,,sln 2.3x10" (4.4 pg) 4.3x10" (8.1 pg)
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7.3 NMR Spectroscopy

111

An Table 7.1 shown, the lunount of Ga available for NMR in minimal even in 

the relatively thick buffer layer, which make* detection of NMR signals a challenging 

tank. Nevertheless. in our preliminary in v e s tig a tio n *  reported in thin Chapter, we did 

not une optical pumping, trying first to study these novel materials with conventional 

NMR

After a week-long effort, thwarted initially by acoustic resonances of the NMR coil, 

we found the room temperature T,Ga signal, shown in Figure 7.4(a). This spectrum 

wan acquired with 2000 scans over 7minutes. it taken about 500 scans at room 

temperature before the peak starts to uppear in the noise

The situation in stnkmgly different at low temperatures, an Figure 7 4(b) demon

strates. At 1.5Kelvin the nuclear relaxation time T| approaches several hours, and 

the practical strategy would In* to lake one or at moat two scans, each after waiting 

for the nuclear polarization to buikl up for an long an the hokl time of our 4He bucket 

dewar (ilescnbed in section 4.5) permits.

Both spectra shown in Fig. 7 4 contain onlv the central transition peaks, which 

are the easiest to observe since thev are insensitive (to first order) to the broadening 

In* local variations in the tilt and/or the electric fieki gradient, as can l>e seen from 

Equation 7.5 for (m) = 0. We could compare the frequency of these peaks to our GaAs 

data at the same fiekl. ami estimate the difference hi chemical shifts lietween GaN 

and GaAs. Our room-1 etn per at u re value of a ,<5*(GaN) -  <r,<l-(GaAs) *  110 ppm is 

in a gpod agreement with the published value of 117 ±3  ppm measured in powder 

samples [74], which gave us confklence tliat we were actually observing NMR signals 

from GaN

Despite our best attempts to scan the spectrum on both sides of the central peak. 

d o  satellite transitions (corresponding to ( m )  *  ± 1 )  were observed even a t  angles
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Figure 7.4: Hie Unit 71 Ga spectrum of mud pie “A" at rootn temperature (a), taken 
at 0 »  53.2* in Bun m 7.03T  (/„ » 91.34 MHx). Only the central transition is observed 
after 2000 scans. A much better signal-to-noisr can tie achieved by cooling the sample 
down to 1.5 K (b). where a MGa signal was recorded at /„ *  71.88 MHx in the same 
held. Still no satellites are observed at 9 ■ 54.5* after a single shot 5 hours long.
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clow* to the "manic angle'' of 54.7*. where the tilt parameter is 1 -3cosJ0ss:() and the 

quadrupoie splitting approaches zero, so that all transitions can fit within the same 

spectral window. The apparent alwence of GaN satellites was extremely intriguing, 

since we could easily see all four r AI satellites in the single crystal sapphire substrate 

(see Appendix B).

Thus the satellite resonance is the key to unswering a fundamental question altout 

these as-grown epitaxial la vers, namely: do they possess a long-range order ot a 

single rrvstal. or are they cltwer to the limit of an amorphous material (due to the 

high density of defects arising from the lattice mismatch with the substrate)’ To 

answer tills big question, we needed to understand whv it was so difficult to see the 

satellite transitions in the spectrn. The next section describes how this issue was 

experimentally resolved in a rather non-trivial wav

7.4 Search for the Satellites

Figure 7 5 shows the dependence of 'Ga and ®*Ga central transition frequencies 

on the sample tilt parameter s = I - 3 ci*»J0 at T = 4.2 K

For a complete lack of glottal crvstailine oriental ion. such as in powder samples 

(which would result in an enormous broadening of the satellites, making thetn tieiuw 

the detection limit), one would expect no tilt dependence of tlie central transition 

frequency, since the corresponding NMR line would be already averaged over all 

possible local orientations. In the other extreme, if GaN in tin* sample were to 

form a single crystal without any defects or inhomogeneous elertric field gradients 

(inconsistent with the absence of satellites) the central transition frequency woukl 

display a second order quadrupoie shift, which has a parabolic dependence on the 

sample tilt parameter:

« -  k 14 / ( / + - 31 [ H ) 1 - d )1] 1761
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A* Figure 7.5 demonstrate*, our observations of the second order quadrupoie shift 

in both 7,Ga and “ C»a are much closer to the second limit. Although the minima of 

parabolic fits do not occur exactly at r  = — 2/3 as Equation 7.6 suggests, the quadratic 

inefficient* obtained for '*Ga and “ Ga do scale as Q for the two isotope*. Ftom 

these coefficient* we can extract the quadrupoie splitting factor:

*** 2 A /(2 / — i i

which gives the first order splitting lietween NMR lines at 0 - 0  (r  = -2 ). as can lie 

seen from Eq 7 5. Our values, extract is I from the tilt dependence of tin* second-order 

quadrupoie shift in the central transition frequency

eqC'Ga) -  HH5 kHx and eq(“ Ga) = I4(U kllx (7 ft)

arc in very giNNi agreement with the published qundru(>oic splittings of 0..H5 ami 

1.4 MH* respectivelv. that were obtained from the liuewidth ineasiirements in poly* 

crystalline (powder) samples [74|.

The second-order tilt dependence of 7|Ga and “ Ga central transition frequencies 

shown in F ig . 7.5 reflects a high deg re e  of glottal order in the GaN epitaxial film. 

Knowing allows us to find tile satellite transition frequencies to first (Eq. 7.5) and 

second orders for any given tilt parameter r

. 51 2*r«'gn;*,. u k i ,24,1f i2) « fai + Im)1 —  2xr C r \ tU. f, Hhi _ ,24y  
/«.) /<» < > M wmi  -  i) j %fl,«, c 17' M7 ' 9)

For the particular values of isq (parted in Eq. 7 ft and Bun *  7.03 T. we can estimate 

tliat — 10_J ,MK* ‘ ûs •HHk’*'* t l*  above secomi order correctioti

to the satellite frequencies without loss of generality.

Now we can ask. what particular kinds of disorder can exist in the GaN film 

that would lead to a broadening of the satellite transitions x I -  3cosJ 0)

beyond the detection limit?
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“ Ga: y -  22.1 ♦ 5.13 (x ♦ 0.51)

30 - Ga: y *  25.1 ♦ 1.61 (x ♦ 0.09)

2 4 -

22 -

0•2 •1

Tilt parameter x *  1 • 3 cot2 6

Figure 7.5: Second order electric quadrupoie shift of the ?,Ga and “ Ga central tran
sition frequencies (ni *  J -*  - j)  aa a function of sample tilt angle 0. plotted versus 
i  •  1 -  3cusJ0 Solid line fit* are polynomial of the second order, to lie compared 
to Equation 7.6. The quadratic coefficients 1.61 and 5.13 obtained from these (its do 
scale as Q2h n  (see Table 4.2) to within 5%.
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Suppoxe local Hurtuatkmn in the amplitude of |V’,v l are primarily responsible for 

this. TIhmj the broadening should t>c proportional to and thus vanish close to 

the magic angle. We mapped out thoroughly a range of 0 on both aidea of the magic 

angle, but found no trace of the satellites.

Another poaaibility can involve local variations in angle B between the primary 

:'-axia of tenaor l'„,f and the laboratory Held Hu* In that caae. the broadening of 

satellite lilies for a given angular spread M) should la*.

df"'
"  =  Ml x  cu s0s in 0  (7.10)dB

Realizing thu*. we tuned our spectrometer to the frequency 1.4 MHz alxive the 

(eiitrnl transition in **Gn. ami set tin* sample tilt angle to 0 = 0. such that the term 

cos0sill0 = 0 ami thus tlx* itmadenilig caused bv tlx* supposed angular spread of the 

local electric Held gradients tiecomcs minimal4 For lx*st results tar nailed the sample 

down to 1.5 K ami waited for 5 hours beforr taking a single scan. The spectrum 

showed a weak, but dear IV olwervnlde NMR peak*’

Our missing satellite transitions were thus Hnallv discovered, with our suljeequcnt 

<>i isrrvatinu* confirming the exist erne of tlx* lower satellite peak at 0 = 0. ami also 

I sit h upper and lower satellites in ‘’Ga. all at frequencies ((insistent to the second 

order with our estimated quadrupoie splitting ronstant* given in Equation 7.8.

•One* i f '  " -= 0. the satellites ran still he broadened to some extent bv the terms which ate 

proportional to HP£  f %x 1
Hkher (broader) peaks due to arutiatir rtngiag «f the NMR roil initially obscured the spectrum 

We rouJd dierriminale against those by taking multiple "dummy" scans at m y  high repetition rate 

( -'30m s) shortly after the "signal'' scan. NMR signal with its long T | longitudinal relaxation 

time saturates [41.6j arxl is hardly present in the "dummy spectrum'*, but the short-lived ringing is 

exactly the same in each scan regardless of the repetition rate. This allows to subtract the dummy 

spectrum, divided by the number of dummy scans, horn thv initial spectrum, with the remarkable 

results shcwm in Figure 7 8
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7.5 Characterization of the Disorder

Figure 7.6 shows a gradual disappearance of the ®*Ga upper satellite (i.e. (m) = 1) 

signal as tin* sample is tilted away from 0 = 0 Note tliat this transition is shifting 

towards lower frequencies (in agreement with Eq 7.5) ami at the same time is broad

ened as the tilt angle 0 lietween the sample * growth axis ami the magnetic field is 

increased. This progressive broadrning Irmls a drop :s: the peak intensity {as the 

integrated intensity is conserved), which eventually brings the satellite signal below 

the noise level at tilt angles 0 > 12*

Todescrilie this lieliavior quantitatively, we assumed a uniform distributam of tin* 

local tilt angles 0 ami a Gaussian distribution of the local magnitudes 11,'cl around 

their average "glottal" values of 0 ami 11 I . We then simulated the satellite lilie 

shape for variable amount* of scatter ami tries! to fit it to the measured spectra 

shown in Fig 7 6.

We fmiml that the satellite linewidth of ~ 15kHz (FWHM) observed at 0 = 0 can 

not lie explained l»v the angular scatter oulv. ami we need at least a l ‘X FWHM 

Gaussian scatter in the magnitude of r.-.< throughout the epitaxial lam  to fit the 

top spectrum in Fig. 7.6.

On the other hand, if this sere the only kind of disorder present in the epitaxnd 

him. we would not tie able to explain the ohnerved mcrrase in tlie linewidth as the 

sample is tilted away from 0 = 0. since the broadening due to variations in |l',v l 

proportional to x = l-3cos, 0 and is thr lanfrnt at 0 = 0. Thus, a spread of — ±2* in 

the local V'nj  principal axis directions around the sample axis (Fig. 7.3) is needed 

to explain other spectra in Fig. 7.6.

This kind of angular spread can in principle be attributed to low-angle tilts  of 

individual crystalline grains, except for the fact that it is about twenty times larger 

in magnitude than the angular inhomogenrity inferred from the x-ray and TEM  tnea-
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100 50 0 -50 -100

Frequency shift relative to 73,310 (kHz)

Figure 7.6: Thr upper **G « satellite transition (m *  -1 - •  - | )  for several different tilt 
angles 9. Note how th r satellite lin r shape broaden* (leading to a drop in th r peak 
amplitude) an the tilt angle brtw rm  th r sample growth direct ion and th r magnetic 
Held is increased away from 0 « (T  (x»  -2 ) . Each spectrum took 5 hours at T  -  1.5 K.
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t  iM u u rid  Ga width in GaN (Sampla aA*)
—  fit to Sample "A" data

axpactad wQa dipolar width in a perfect GaN crystal
o 87A1 in Sapphire, ♦’/ ,  —  •’/ ,  transition
s 77Ai in Sapphire, ♦*/, — ♦ '/, transition

%
X

7 &&

x *  1 - 3 coa 6

Figure 7.7: T h r dependence of the “ Ga m itra l transition linewidth (open triangles) 
on the sample tilt angle 9 in distinctly different from both the expectation for a 
“perfect" GaN crystal (dashed line) and the 17 A1 linewidth measurements on a single- 
crystal sapphire (open and filled circles). Rather, the observed GaN linewidth exhibits 
an extra broadening away from i  *  -2 . -2 /3 . and 1. following a solid line fit which 
is consistent w ith an angular scatter of ±2* in the local electric field gradients).
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surements oti these samples (75). Thus, it appears likely that our observed spread is 

reflecting something else... such as interuaJ piexo- and / or pvro-electric fields (pos

sibly causer! by defect* and interfaces), superimposed on the crystalline fields at each 

nuclear site.

Figure 7.7 shows an independent measurement which leads to the same conclusion 

The linewidth of the “ Ga central transition is varying markedly as a function of 

x -  1 -3cusJ d This is in contrast to the smooth lielutvior of the 17 Al central transition 

measure*!* in single crystalline sapphire (Figure 7.7. open circles), and the observed 

tilt dependence of dipolar linewidth in GaAs (Equation* 5.1 and 5.2). To explain 

this tiehavior m our GaN samples, we note that tin* central transition resonance 

frequence for “ Ga. rxpressrd to the second order in perturlwtion theory m Equation 

7 6. is observed ill practice (see Fig. 7 5) to lav

/„ , *  I'oiisf ♦ 5.1.1 (kHz) * f ( I -  3cu*J0) + 0.51 j2 . (711)

This expression can la* differentiated with respect to 0 to obtain the extra broad

ening t f ,o) of the central transition, produced In* the a spread Mi in thr tilt angles: 

= Mi Remarkably, the olwrrved central transition linewidth (Figure 7.7.

open triangles) displays no extra broadening only at three values of x. namely x *  -2 . 

1. and i — 0.5 (where the minimum of the parabolic fit shown in Figure 7.5 occurs). 

These are the only values of x at which the derivative £/«> » equal to xero. Thr 

magnitude of the observed extra broadening of the “ Ga central transition again im

plies a spread of — ±2* in thr “local" principal axis directions of the electric field 

gradient tensor.

*8 »  Appendix B for details.
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7.6 Future Goals

All of thr mm it* described t ini* fur in this Cliaptrr arc txtard on NMR signal* 

that were primarily due to thr 4pin thick GaN buffrr layer. and can hardly hr usrd 

to characterize thr disordrr and tlic intrrnal rlrctric held gradient* iu a 20011111 thick 

InGaN (piantum well

Figure T.s illustrates our attempt* to detect the quantum well signal directly hv 

switching to the indium frequency, since indium is not present anywhere else m the 

sample. To optimize the NMR acquisition parameters, we used a small piece of InP 

wafer7, which produced easily detectable signals for Inith In isotopes (see Fig. 7 .H). 

once placed into the sample mil. We then took InP out. lowered the temperature 

down to T 3  1.5 K. and accumulated 42 scans* from sample A over the 5 hour hold 

tune of our ‘He ervostat The resulting spectrum *li«»wpd no indium signal, even after 

subtraction of the liarkgnnmd signal due to acoustic resonance* m the NMR mil 

This negative result indicate* tlurt a natural step to take next would lie to use 

optical pumping, which our laboratory lias specialized in from its conception in 1995. 

This will alkm* us to Uniat and thus detect NMR signals from a single InGaN quantum 

well, which so far is lie low the conventional NMR detection threshold. Since GaN i* 

a widc-lauidgap semiconductor, it lias to lie optically pumped with a blue light, and 

thus many of the optical components in our system need to be optimized for the new

*Thr wafer was kindly provided to as by Prof. Lou Guido (nan the Vale Electrical Engineering 

Department

*We used a relatively fast (for the temperature T = 15 K) repetitiun time of 7 mitt because the 

expected T i relaxation time of indium is much shutter than that for both gallium isotopes At these 

low temperatures longitudinal nuclear spin relaxation is dominated (in the absence of free elections) 

by a quadrupoie coupling to the time dependent electric Aefcl gradients, associated with phonons. 

The enormous quadrupoie moment of indium (see Table 4.2) trill thus most likely lend to relatively 

abort indium T i relaxation times in InGaN.
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Figure 7.8: In our attempts to detect indium NMR signal from the 200tun thick 
IiiaorCaonN epitaxial layer in sample “A", we inserted a small fragment of InP 
substrate into our NMR coil, which resulted in the indium spectrum shown. Here 
B ■ 7.0348T  and /•  *65.677MHa. Note, that signals both from 1,1 In (large peak) 
and ll3In (smalt peak) isotopes can be easily seen (see Table 4.2). However, the 
indium signal from the epitaxial ln ,G a|.tN layer proved to be below the sensitivity 
limit of our conventional NMR measurement.
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wavelength.

As a proof of principle. wt* used OPNMR to detect the signal from a single 250 A 

wide GaAs quantum well. Figure ?.<) shows an OPNMR spectrum obtained after 

pumping for 60s using ~50m\V of m l (813nui) light. The “VV“ peak here is detect ml 

with a good signal-1*»-noise ratio from mere 8.6* 10‘\  or about 1 pg. of T,Ga nuclei, a 

number that is even somewhat smaller than the number of indium nuclei in sample A 

(see Table 7.1). The direct comparison, however, ts complicated by large differences 

in the relaxation time T| and bv the numlier of expected satellites, on which the 

signal amplitude strongly depends.

To summarize, even t liougli we have been working at the very limit of conventional 

NMR detect km. quantitative information aliout disorder in the GaN epitaxial lavers 

mav tie already inferred from «atr preliminary measurements* Major equipment ami 

experimental change*, necessary to apply an OPNMR approach to the study of GaN- 

based thin films are already m the development stage, with our ultimate goal being 

the ability to protir local microscopic properties of the associated nitride quantum 

wells. Based upon our experience m GaAs. we expect to obtain an approximately 

hundred-fold signal enhancement when optical pumping is used, which will open up 

the exploration of crystal structure and internal electric fiekt gradients m the novel 

GaN-liased heterostructures down to 3 -  5 A length scales.

’ Recently the first sucuosful attempts to grow bulk GaN single crystals have been reported j76| 

with a view towards developing perfectly matched substrates for InGaN/GaN-based devices. Char- 

acterteatiou of these rrystahi ran be another potential application of the NMR techniques described 

in this Chapter.
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I

<r
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Frequency shift (kHz)

Figure 7.9: 71 Ga OPNMR cmimiou spectrum of a Mingle 250 A-wkle GaA* quantum 
well (containing 8.6x 101'. or about 1 pg. of 7,Ga nuclei), acquired at 9 *  19* and 
r  *» 1.5 K. iu Bua -  7.985T  at a frequency / .  -  103.7 MHx. “B" and “\V~ refer to the 
barrier and the quantum well signals, respectively.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Our measurements of electron spin polarization and dynamics near the primary 

Fractional Quantum Hall effect ictoihkI state of v ~ 1 /3 provide evidence for imvel 

spin phenomena and plate iiu|Mirtaitt constraints on the theoretical description of 

this fragile' (plantum Hall ferromognet

Whereas the earliest theory of the fractional QHE assumed that the electrons 

are fully spin*polarized for 0 < v < 1. our Knight shift measurements indicate tliat m 

the immediate vicinity of i> -  |/:i. there is a small (hut measurable) depolarization. 

Although it appear* similar to tlie Skyrmion peak at v = 1. the effect at v = 1/3 is 

much weaker: »ailv ~(l 1 of electron spin is reversed per unit of Hux added to the 

system. Surprisingly, this trend continues unchanged through a large range of tin’ 

filling factor*, including i>“ 2/7. in contrast to the distinct structure seen in the 

transport measurement*.

This spin reversal, associated with charged excitations of the u a 1/3 ground state, 

is even more evident in our linewidth measurements, showing a non-monotooic tem

perature dependence of the well lineshape broadening, which grows continuously as 

the filling (actor is varied away from v » 1/3. We attribute this non-trivial behavior 

to localization of the spin reversed regions over the NMR time scale of —40ps.
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In addition, we observed an unusual coupling of thr radio-frequency magnetic 

fields to thr spina of 2DES. This effort exhibits an extremely strong non-linear de

pendence on the sample lattice temperature and the amplitude of the fiekl. Sur

prisingly. the electron spins relax very slowly once excited by the rf fiekl. which al- 

kiws us to plate an estimate on the longitudinal electron spin-lattice relaxation time: 

0.1 ms < ru < !>(10 ms.

In an attempt to use oi'N M K  in thr studies ol new wide-iwuidgap semiconduc

tor materials, we performed preliminary measurements on GaN epitaxial layers with 

conventional NMR. which despite the very small sample sizes Us I to a numtier of 

interesting results. Tlie measured second-order quadrupok* broadening of tlie central 

transit mu is consistent with our olwervntions of enormously broadened satellite tran

sit ions in the limited range of tilt angles, from which wr infer that the local efoctric 

fiekl gradients haw an angular scatter of ± T .  exceeding the spread in the local 

crystalline lattice orientations Ijv a factor of ^ 20
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Appendix A 

Calibration of RuC>2 thermometer 

in high magnetic fields

Table A. I slum*** 1 I k * fiekl-depeiident ralibrat ion data for «>ur 2000 W Hu( )j ther

mometer (Fig. 4.9(a). |MwitK>ti 2). tliat wan obtained by sweepm* tin* magnetle Held 

at a hxml temperature lining a fiekl-mdepeiHieiit caparitatire reference wusor

Table A 1 Measured Held dependence of tin* Ru()3 calibration data.

MaKiictir 
fiekl IT ) 0.42 0.58

Teinperat
0.65

ure (K) 
0.89 1.51 5.15

Sensor impedance (11)
0 5850 4938 4679 4057 3321 2453
1 5757 4859 4592 4051 3325 2457
m 5726 4820 4605 4055 3337 2462
;i 5731 4821 4654 4066 3353 2467
4 5752 4858 4704 4081 3373 2472
5 5777 4919 4736 4098 3393 2476
6 5796 4993 4746 4116 3412 2481
nf 5807 5063 4742 4134 3429 2486
8 5811 5117 4739 4149 3443 2490
9 5814 5150 4749 4162 3455 2495
10 5830 5173 4777 4173 3465 2499
11 5877 5218 4816 4181 3473 2503
12 5984 5349 4839 4189 3483 2508
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A detailed xen>fiekl calibration of our RuO-j sensor. obtained for the range of 

temperatures 0.285 <7* <200K by using three independent factory-calibrated ther

mometers. coukl lie approximated by:

Ta(R) = exp (A .l)

where r = R -  1893 U: f = «t hi(»»« + In r). ami ar  c, are given in Table A.2.

Tiling the data in Table A .I. we made the following interptilation of the Hekl- 

dependent calibration:

T{R. B) = To(R) ♦ b|d, + dj   ̂1 + exp| (■-f Q(R) + £  v,b>)] j | m R )  (A.2)

where 6= -j^jr . (I,, g, an* given m Tabk’ A.2. aiwi

rXP ~( k/ *  /l>)4//l j] y * . ,
♦  exuihitf > 5i! “ f. 1

r^ (« )
1 ^ f*Xp{/»3</ ^ /l,]

with [ /i% + Int«  -  199911) j. and h r  k,  given in Table A,2.

(A.3)

Table A.2: Interpolation coefficients for the beki-iiepciidcnt Hu(); calibration.

J aj ri  . 9i hj
1) -0  14662 1 11316
1 9.478759 0.1X19067 -4  5 40.73259 1 9514 0 13411
2 107.12972 -0.003381 5.5 -522.52437 118.89 -1.82538
3 14.352 -0.034878 0.18 3015.30139 -13.46922 -4.41193
4 157 25296 0.005544 -9510.26425 -5.25075 29 04096
5 2.3709 0.010230 17385.1.5091 -5.5 30.74219
6 1 2499 0.028322 -18357 09345 -151 91103
«•i 1 13633 0.008261 10388.66573 -71.48978
8 -4.7 0.004888 -2440.56451 335 14834
9 0.000331 74.45248
10 -0.006830 -366.72384
11 -0.000921 -34.80849
12 -0.003085 199.21497
13 5.79426
14 -42.82845
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Appendix B

Quadrupoie Aluminum NMR as a 

Precision Tilt Sensor

Figures on thr following pages demonstrate possible usr of 77Al NMR os a tool 

to calibrate tin* sample rotator in o/u witli respect to thr inagnrtu field. All of tin* 

ilata shown in tlu« Ap|>eudix were obtained in fit,* ~ 7 9H5T at naan temperature, 

alt In >ugh similar results were also obtained at a temperature of T *  4.2 K

From our measurements we extract the following values of the quadrupoie splitting 

constant (Eq, 7.7) for sapphire:

Mq(~ 285 K) *  360. 17 kHx ami vq (4.2K) *  357 13 kHx . (B .l)

consistent with t^ (T ) data olitained from the single crystal measurements [77],

Our measurements are also fully consistent with the second order pert urination 

theory of the quadrupoie shift (Equal ions 7.6 and 7.9). and confirm the accuracy of 

the Swedish rotator stage to tie1 well within ± 0.1* over the entire accessible range of 

angles for 0 > -25V

'Assuming our knowledge of the constant rotator offset which ran be determined exactly from 

the me—ufeawnta in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.l: Typical room temperature i7Al .NMR spectrum of single crystal sapphire, 
taken at 0 *3 7 * in Bua *  7.985 T  (/„ ® 80.50 MH*). All five transitions, split by a 
quadrupoie coupling to the crystalline electric field gradients, are observed. Similar 
spectra are easily obtained at temperatures down to T -  4.2 K by waiting for nuclear 
polarisation to build up and then using a small tipping angle of o *» 5*. which allows 
a rapid acquisition of spectra one after another.
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Figure B.2: Quadrupoie shift of thr 77Al satellite transition frequraeies as a function 
of tilt (a), with the second tinier shift of the central transition shown in (b) on a 
finer scale. The inset shows crossing of the parabolae fitted to the data for each 
transition. Proportions of the delta-like pattern are consistent with the second order 
perturbation theory (Equations 76 and 7.9).
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Figure B.3: (a.b) Drt mutual ion of the qundrupole splitting ctmstant vq tiy precise 
measurement* of the outer satellite frequencies as the sample is tilted through 8 *>‘JO* 
Note that the synthesizer frequency was shifted by ±  360 kHz for each satellite.
(c) Using the obtained value of uq. we can solve Equation 7.9 for any pair of 

satellite frequencies and thus extract 8. The difference between the extracted and the 
dialed values shows some periodic fluctuations as the rotator spiral advances through 
each turn, which is so-called tooth-to-tooth error. Note the average constant offset 
of about 0.4* between the extracted and the dialed values, which depends on how a 
particular sample is attached to the rotator platform.
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